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Executive Summary

THE FOREMOST MISSION of UK Defence is the protection of the UK’s interests, and few interests are as significant as the avoidance of warfighting at scale. This must be ensured through the maintenance of credible deterrence, which aims to convince potential adversaries that they cannot achieve favourable outcomes through recourse to force. The resurgence of great power rivalry, however, ensures that UK interests will be threatened by state actors around the world, below the threshold of war, meaning that deterrence must also be pursued to constrain adversaries in competition.

Russia represents the most serious threat in both conflict and competition. Not only is it willing to use direct military force to advance its interests when it perceives the conditions to be right, but it is also developing global reach, and acts internationally to build up leverage with great powers through coercive issue linkage. Because deterrence is primarily cognitive – aiming to convince an adversary not to do something – any analysis of effective deterrence must be based on an assessment of the target’s policy and outlook.

This paper is an analysis of conventional deterrence by UK land forces with regard to Russia. There is a deficiency in nuanced public discussion of the mechanisms of conventional deterrence in the UK, which inhibits the effective use of the military to proactively deter hostile actions. Land forces are particularly important in this discussion because deterrence in warfighting is ultimately about preventing the seizure of land, while deterrence in competition is first and foremost about operating among people. This paper comes to several conclusions about what deters Russia, and the choices facing the UK in offering a credible deterrence posture in competition, and as a contribution to NATO.

Russia’s global operations capitalise on opportunities to enable unopposed theatre entry, to counterweight other powers and thereby build leverage over them. Deterring theatre entry is enabled by denying Russia opportunities, which is best achieved through persistent engagement. The UK should therefore prioritise its defence attaché, loan and liaison officer networks to maintain strong relationships with partners and allies.

Meeting partner needs is partly dependent on technical assistance and the ability to deploy larger force packages. If Russia is able to enter the theatre and threaten UK interests, those interests must be defined and protected through deterrence by punishment. Constraints on logistics limit Russian expeditionary operations to brigade size, and so the UK’s expeditionary deterrence requirements amount to a brigade-sized force prioritising reconnaissance, mobility and fires.

In regional competition, Russia works to integrate its neighbours into multilateral frameworks, to build economic dependencies with them, develop coercive influence over them and then use this
leverage to align the state to Russian interests. If this policy fails, Russia has sometimes resorted to instigating conflict as a means of coercion or creating a buffer between itself and NATO.

Where the UK has interests in Russia’s regional periphery, deterrence must first function by denial through maintaining a presence in multilateral forums, and by disrupting Russia’s attempts to develop economic dependence and coercive leverage. Where Russia escalates to violent coercion, the partner state should – if possible – be bolstered to both increase the level of overt effort required for Russian coercion and reduce the scope for ambiguity in Russian activities.

These efforts in competition are only relevant if the threat of direct armed force can be deterred. Ultimately, this comes down to NATO having a sufficient force to make fait accompli not worth attempting.

NATO’s foremost challenge in deterring Russian fait accompli is that such an operation could take place across a very large area. Although the Alliance collectively has the forces to defeat an attempted fait accompli at any single point, it cannot pre-position forces at the potential points of contention, running from the Balkans, through the Baltics, to the High North. Thus, NATO must deter by proving it can deploy three kinds of formation:

- Rapid reaction forces to delay and attrit adversaries attempting fait accompli.
- Heavy manoeuvre forces to retake seized ground.
- Support forces able to sustain and coordinate manoeuvre forces, and emplace reconnaissance strike complexes to attrit Russian air defences and break up enemy formations.

There is sufficient mass across the Alliance to form these forces. However, member states will need to modernise and rationalise their forces to deploy credible contributions.

For the UK, this presages hard choices. The British Army is structured to make contributions in all three areas. However, its rapid reaction forces lack anti-armour and organic air defence, its heavy forces are in need of comprehensive modernisation, and while the UK has excellent recce elements, it has a critical deficiency in firepower. Without a significant increase in funding, it cannot realistically afford to support all three – a challenge which is likely to be compounded by the economic consequences of the coronavirus pandemic. The UK must, therefore, decide whether to accelerate and expand the modernisation of its heavy forces, or move away from heavy forces and prioritise the development of resilient reconnaissance and fires, shifting its NATO contribution.

A further consideration is that heavy forces can only deter if they can reach the battlespace in time, and so would likely need to be partly forward deployed, unavailable for operations in competition. By contrast, strike and reconnaissance assets are easier to deploy and have wider relevance. Either way, however, the UK will no longer have a balanced force.
Deterrence requires acting early. Thus, the UK must strengthen the integration of its intelligence and engagement activity to improve situational awareness, and refine its national security decision-making processes to take proactive – rather than reactive – deterrence measures. The costs of failing to deter are far higher than a few uneventful deployments.
Introduction

DETERRENCE SITS AT the heart of NATO’s military thinking.¹ As NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg explained at the conclusion of Exercise Trident Juncture 2018, ‘NATO’s mission is to preserve the peace. Not to provoke a conflict, but to prevent a conflict. To do so, we provide credible deterrence’.² This emphasis is also central to the policies of member states. The UK, for example, in its 2015 National Security Strategy, proposed that: ‘In NATO, we will lead a renewed focus on deterrence to address current and future threats’.³

In turning this ambition for ‘leadership’ into concrete policy, there is a rich literature on the theory of deterrence – with foundational texts including Thomas Schelling’s Arms and Influence, Edward Luttwak’s The Political Uses of Sea Power and Herman Kahn’s The Nature and Feasibility of War and Deterrence – and a broad evidence base from the Cold War.⁴ As Peter Roberts and Andrew Hardie observed in 2015, however, while there ‘has been much scholarly work on deterrence over the past decade … much less consideration has been given to the concept in policy terms’.⁵ Indeed, despite the ubiquitous perception of ‘deterrence’ as the object and output of defence activity, and an articulated aspiration for ‘leadership’ in NATO’s deterrence posture, public discourse of the subject in the UK remains underdeveloped. During the UK’s general election in 2019, the only concrete defence policy proposed by the Conservative Party was to keep spending at current levels,⁶ while the Labour Party – beyond a commitment to increase peacekeeping activity – deferred any clear commitments by promising that policy would emerge from an evidence-led review.⁷ There was only one defence issue that featured

---

prominently in the campaign: whether the prospective prime ministerial candidates were willing to push ‘the nuclear button’.  

The UK’s continuous at-sea deterrence (CASD) aims to ensure that in the event of a nuclear attack on the UK mainland, the adversary could not avoid a retaliation in kind, rendering such an attack pointless and removing the option from an opponent’s playbook. Whatever the shortcomings of the debate over CASD, there is a clearly recognised choice at its heart. Those who oppose CASD question whether there is a threat to be deterred, suggest that allies can deliver nuclear deterrence, or question the opportunity cost of funding the system. Nevertheless, they accept that losing it means giving up a capability. Regrettably, the choice is much less clear in the almost non-existent public discussion surrounding conventional deterrence. There is a lack of understanding of what separates a credible military formation from one that is not. Nor is there an understanding of what is being deterred, the mechanisms for achieving that deterrence or why deterrence is necessary. As Hew Strachan and Ruth Harris observe, the absence of concrete discussion of the UK’s defence policy is in part deliberate, but in this the government ‘may have learnt the wrong lessons from Iraq and Afghanistan, in that it believes that the public is averse to the use of armed force, when the real public concern is with its inept use in a strategy which proved inconsistent and ill-considered’. The absence of public discourse on military affairs has allowed for the public articulation of foreign policy aspirations to become completely detached from resourcing.

The fact that most outcomes in conventional warfare are less absolute than a strategic nuclear exchange, and because conventional deterrence can function across multiple levels simultaneously, objectives in competition are harder to distil into a form that is easily communicated. This is especially true of deterrence because its success is demonstrated by the absence of conflict. This has a number of pernicious effects. Conventional deterrence is highly susceptible to ‘salami slicing’: the public may react negatively to a cut in the number of main battle tanks (MBTs), but the logistics and support arms that make those tanks effective could be cut without public notice. The distinction between, for example, a division that is able to conduct divisional warfighting and a force that simply bears the name is opaque to the public and politicians. Yet, it is all too obvious to adversaries.

Inefficient or incoherent force structures are manageable in a large force because there is enough mass to generate coherent formations to respond to a crisis. However, as the size of conventional forces shrink – and UK land forces are the smallest they have been since the 19th century – incoherent force structure becomes a crippling inhibitor to the efficient generation of effective formations. The consequences of the collapse of a credible conventional deterrence

posture are severe. For example, the Argentinian decision to invade the Falkland Islands in 1982 came about because the Junta did not believe that the UK was able or willing to mount a military campaign to retake the islands.\(^\text{11}\) Nor can nuclear deterrence replace conventional deterrence. A significant factor in the outbreak of the Korean War in 1950 was the US’s deterioration in conventional capability as a consequence of believing that it could rely on the threat of nuclear strikes to deter attacks by conventional forces,\(^\text{12}\) which led Soviet and North Korean planners to believe that the US had neither the inclination nor capability to fight over Korea.\(^\text{13}\) It is worth noting that unlike the Falklands War, where the superior fighting ability of British forces ultimately prevailed, the hollowing out of US conventional capabilities saw North Korean and Chinese forces defeat and outfight US, UK and Commonwealth formations for much of the war. That the US clawed a stalemate from the jaws of defeat reflected the disproportionate resources and scale of US forces compared to those of North Korea and China.\(^\text{14}\)

Today, the UK lacks disproportionate mass or resources compared to potential adversaries, and therefore would struggle to make up for qualitative deficiencies in its forces. It is also crucial to recognise that while most contemporary theory suggests that conflict will be in the ‘grey zone’, or beneath the threshold of direct armed conflict, a disproportionate capacity to escalate allows a power to set the boundaries and terms of competition.\(^\text{15}\) Thus, without credible conventional deterrence, a state will find itself competing at a severe disadvantage. If the UK is to remain an influential global power, able to protect its partners and interests, then it is important that its forces are structured to deliver a credible deterrent effect. This requires clarity as to what must be deterred, and how that deterrence can be established within the limits of the resources available.

There is a tendency for any shortcoming or deficiency in the coherence or capability of UK forces to be met with the affirmation that it ‘does not stand alone but alongside its NATO Allies’.\(^\text{16}\) While it is true that the UK’s deterrence posture is intrinsically linked to NATO’s, this assertion becomes problematic when the Alliance is appealed to as a means of covering for deficiencies in what states have promised as their contribution. The UK is the second or third most capable military force in NATO. If the UK struggles to deploy a credible force package, then the assumption that less capable militaries will generate a wide array of sophisticated enablers in great enough

\(^{14}\) Throughout the war, it was the volume of US firepower that routinely saved its infantry, who had been outmanoeuvred and broken. See Max Hastings, \textit{The Korean War} (New York, NY: Simon & Schuster, 1987), pp. 86, 190.
\(^{15}\) Peter Roberts and Sidharth Kaushal, ‘Competitive Advantage and Rules in Persistent Competitions’, \textit{RUSI Occasional Papers} (April 2020).
numbers to support their own forces and cover gaps in UK capability is optimistic. Even the US lacks sufficient enablers in its air force to sustain all of its own forces. If everyone in the Alliance takes the view that deficiencies in capability can be wished away because another country will be able to cover it, very soon no member of the Alliance will have critical capabilities. Thus, while the UK’s deterrence posture should be measured in the context of NATO, that does not diminish the importance of the credibility of the UK’s national contribution.

Capable militaries like the UK also need to be able to generate credible force packages of their own, as part of their commitment to NATO’s deterrence posture, because – in many scenarios – the Alliance is likely to follow, not lead, its members. Despite NATO having prepared frameworks for the movement and management of resources at scale across the Alliance, its mechanisms were not used for months during the coronavirus pandemic. Except in the most obvious cases of immediate and direct armed aggression against a member state, NATO processes are unlikely to be the first port of call for states dealing with growing tensions. As NATO is a consensus organisation, member states will be reluctant to submit courses of action to its council while crises build, because while diplomacy, grey zone competition and other activities are ongoing, there is unlikely to be unanimity over the response. Thus, it is reasonable to argue that while NATO members may be reacting militarily, the Alliance as a structure may not. There would likely be a delay following a crisis while national governments assessed the situation, engaged bilaterally to shape the conversation at the NATO committee and then meet to decide a course of action. If, in the preceding period, member states had not unilaterally or bilaterally taken steps to prepare for the options discussed, then the options available for submission to the NATO committee would likely be slow to execute. By contrast, if member states are forward leaning and mobilise capabilities before a decision to employ them has been taken, but posture themselves to be able to do so, the NATO committee becomes a decision point that can approve immediately implementable actions. In short, there is a direct causal relationship between NATO members having credible independent military capabilities and the capacity of the Alliance to bring those capabilities together in response to crises.

This paper explores how deterrence functions in regard to land forces in competition with Russia, though many of the principles and capabilities are relevant to other competitors. It begins by exploring the principles of conventional deterrence. The paper then considers Russia’s foreign policy objectives, where these conflict with the UK’s interests and what military measures might deter Russia from adopting undesirable courses of action. From there, the paper translates deterrent activity into military tasks, and considers the suitability of UK land forces in being able to perform these tasks. The ultimate aim of the paper is to provide a number of deterrence postures for UK land forces and the minimum military capabilities required to sustain them, so

---


that policymakers may judge at what point a decline in military capability crosses thresholds that leaves conventional deterrence impracticable.

The emphasis on land forces reflects the disproportionate need for a detailed consideration of the mechanisms of deterrence in this domain. Deterrence by land forces is uniquely complex because of the confusion and ambiguity that pervades land warfare. Air and maritime warfare are technically complex but ultimately clean domains in which escalation and deterrence are highly managed processes. On land, there are many more rungs on the escalation ladder, and a great deal more scope for miscalculation, confusion and subterfuge, to an extent that makes a dedicated study valuable. This does not mean that there is not a need for a consideration of deterrence at sea and in the air, but it does explain why the land domain involves a number of unique factors that justify its consideration in isolation. Deterrence functions at the tactical, operational and strategic level. The methodology of this paper is necessarily theoretical. Deterrence is about cognitive effects. Governments are not very revealing as to how they assess threats, and their public statements can be highly misleading. However, analysing statements over time, and tracking how they correspond with actions, does provide a baseline against which to assess threat perception.

Russia is not the UK’s only competitor. Deterrence is similarly important against Iran, and may become important with regards to China. However, Russia is the most difficult and immediate challenge, spanning competition to potential conflict. While a new era of great power competition is likely to see tensions rise between China and the US, deterring Russia is likely to be a priority for US allies if American attention and effort is diverted to the Pacific.
I. Mechanisms of Conventional Deterrence

DETERRENCE IS THE act of persuading an adversary not to undertake a course of action. The first principle of deterrence is the primacy of cognitive effect: deterrence is psychological. How a state assesses the credibility of its own forces matters in so far as it will shape its messaging and wider strategy. However, in terms of deterring an adversary from a course of action, the important point is how they perceive one’s capabilities and willingness to employ them. The government of Neville Chamberlain, for instance, had an internally coherent strategy to avoid war with Hitler’s Germany without upending the balance of power in Europe. That strategy was premised on the assumption, as Chamberlain explained in September 1938, that ‘Hitler’s objectives were strictly limited’, and that the devastation deliverable by air power and the threat of blockade provided a sufficient deterrent to Germany escalating to a full-scale conflict. As Jeffrey Hughes observed, however, ‘Hitler … neither understood the basis of British strategy nor recognised the blockade as a significant British economic weapon. He noted only the decline in the direct and immediate pressure that Britain could bring to bear, which increasingly skewed his perception of British resolve’. To select a positive example, Saddam Hussein refrained from using chemical weapons against US forces during the 1991 Gulf War because he believed that the US would respond with a nuclear strike. This was not what the US intended to do, but it was what Hussein feared they might do, and so deterred him from taking this course of action. In this, the US had facilitated deterrence by not clarifying their position.

The primacy of psychology requires recognition that the targets of deterrence are not wholly rational actors. Even rational courses of action are highly dependent upon the assumptions underpinning them, and so one country cannot project its own rational assessments onto another. Instead, rational assessments must be premised upon the starting point of the target of deterrence. Those starting points will often be built on prejudices, while subsequent reasoning is no less susceptible to biases. The interrelation between rational estimates based on skewed assumptions, combined with how the biases of decision-makers affect their interpretation of those estimates, makes calculating deterrent effect difficult. For instance, China was clear during the Korean War that a US advance on the Yalu River would prompt their intervention.

General Douglas MacArthur, however, failed to recognise China’s determination to carry out its threat and woefully underestimated the capabilities of Chinese forces, suffering heavy losses as a result. MacArthur had the evidence available to make the correct decision, but dismissed China’s intent and capability because of racial prejudice and structural biases in assessments regarding collective Communist decision-making.\textsuperscript{23}

Deterrence takes place, and should be optimised, for a target practising dynamic decision-making. It is often argued that we do not need to be able to deter Russia’s conventional capabilities because the Russian Federation has no intention of invading NATO territory. That Russia has no immediate intention of doing so is likely true. However, it would also be true that the Russian Federation had no intention of invading Ukraine in 2013.\textsuperscript{24} A decade and a half of Russian foreign policy had been premised on strengthening economic ties with its neighbours. Russia was becoming more economically dependent on Ukraine,\textsuperscript{25} including for sensitive activities such as the production of equipment critical to Russia’s military modernisation programme.\textsuperscript{26}

The decision to seize Crimea and invade eastern Ukraine fundamentally altered Russia’s foreign policy, and that decision was made quickly in response to the changing political landscape. As General Sir Mark Carleton-Smith observed, ‘Russia took the view that it could not cope with losing influence in the Crimea, whilst the West probably could. And Russia therefore took a rational risk, judging correctly, that the Crimea was “doable”’.\textsuperscript{27} Thus, whether Russia intends to invade NATO territory is the wrong question. The correct question is whether under crisis conditions – in NATO or Russia – the invasion of NATO territory would be perceived as viable, and as supporting Russia’s national interests. In this context, deterrence must target multiple elements of the decision-making system. It must target the technical assessments generated by the adversary’s military bureaucracy,\textsuperscript{28} which will provide policymakers with what are deemed credible options. It must also target the decision-makers, and those who might replace them.


\textsuperscript{26} \textit{Ukrainskii Vybor [Ukrainian Choice]}, ‘Poteri Ukrainy ot razryva kontraktov s RF v kosmicheskoy i voyennykh otраслях sostavят 2 mld grn’ ['Ukrainian Losses from Broken Contracts with the Russian Federation in the Space and Aerospace Sector Amount to 2 Billion GRN'], 9 February 2016, \url{http://vybor.ua/news/poteri_ukrainy_ot_razryva_kontraktov_s_rf_v_kosmicheskoy_i_voennyh_otraslyah_sostavvat_2_mldr_grn.html}, accessed 8 April 2020.


\textsuperscript{28} In NATO militaries, these assessments are usually referred to as the ‘correlation of forces and means’. In Russia, they are termed ‘operational-tactical calculations’. See Clint Reach, Vikram Kilambi and Mark Cozad, \textit{Russian Assessment and Applications of the Correlation of Forces and Means} (Santa Monica, CA: RAND, 2020), pp. 87–88.
noting that succession is a potential cause of crisis, and that the starting biases of a successor may be different to the present leadership.

Accepting that deterrence must function within dynamic rather than status quo conditions, there are a number of operating biases that must be taken into consideration. The first is the Rubicon model, which establishes a distinction between motivational or planning activity, and action or implementation activity. In essence, actors are more manipulatable while they are establishing their objectives. Once they fix themselves to an objective and begin to pursue it, actors become hard to deter and are less susceptible to influence. They cross a metaphorical version of the Rubicon river. For instance, the catastrophic losses among the Red Army during the initial invasion of Finland did not cause Stalin to reconsider his objectives. Having fixed upon defeating Finland, the setback simply prompted a change in tactics before a second, successful assault. The Rubicon model implies that deterrent activity has a window of maximal effect, and the scope for deterrence diminishes beyond the point where an adversary fixes upon a course of action. Thus, in deterrent activity, there is the continuous deterrence posture that must inform the assessments of an adversary’s military bureaucracy, and there is time-critical deterrent activity that must be enacted during a crisis to shape adversary decision-making. Once the adversary puts their plans into effect, they are more likely to double down in response to the stakes increasing than to withdraw.

This tendency is exacerbated by prospect theory. In short, humans pay much greater attention to small probabilities and tend to exaggerate the significance of unlikely outcomes. Thus, when in a good position, actors tend to become risk averse; and when in a weak position, they tend to take more risks. Perceived trends in this context are significant. For instance, the Japanese decision to attack Pearl Harbor was taken because Tokyo perceived the gap between itself and the US to be widening, and so it undertook what the Japanese government knew to be a very high-risk operation. Given the number of factors that needed to work out in Japan’s favour for its surprise attack to succeed, the chances of success were small. And yet, Japan gambled. Trend analysis in deterrence planning is important: if an adversary perceives that their relative capabilities are getting worse, they may become more inclined to risk conflict sooner rather than later.

33. For all the attention given to conflict between established and rising powers, declining powers have a long history of seeking to change strategic trends through recourse to force. See Dong
The importance of trends in shaping how options are perceived underscores the difference between aiming to deter an adversary and aiming to be able to comprehensively defeat them. Deterrence is predominantly established by two categories of capability: denial and punishment. Denying an adversary course of action is to make the opponent believe that they will be unable to succeed in achieving their objectives. Deterrence by punishment is to convince an adversary that the cost that will be imposed in retaliation for a course of action will outweigh the value of any gains. The ability to comprehensively defeat an adversary can enable deterrence by either of these categories. However, in getting to a position where comprehensive victory is possible, it is also entirely plausible that a power may convince an adversary of the need to take risks in the short term to forestall total defeat. Furthermore, striving to be able to demonstrably and comprehensively defeat an adversary is liable to lead to an arms race, as the ability to win forces an opponent to try and develop their own deterrence posture in case the more powerful party uses its advantages for offensive purposes. The foremost example of this challenge was Germany prior to the First World War. Having recognised their defeat in the naval arms race, and fearing that advantages on land would be eroded as Russia industrialised, the German government came to see war as a better option in the short term while the country remained competitive. As per prospect theory, it settled on a high-risk military strategy, which ultimately failed. Outright military superiority may deliver deterrence, but striving to obtain it may compel an adversary to war.

Absolute military superiority is not the most efficient means of establishing a credible deterrence posture. One can deny the viability of an adversary’s plans, or threaten sufficient punishment to deter aggression, without having military superiority or even parity. Iran is the ultimate example of this. There is no doubt that the US could comprehensively defeat Iran in a conflict. However, given Iran’s size, and the experience and capabilities of its forces, the resource and opportunity costs essentially deny this as a course of action to US policymakers. At the same time, while Iran could not effectively defend its territory, it could inflict so much damage through its proxies and ballistic missiles targeting the Gulf and Israel that the punishment it could inflict is an effective deterrent against escalation. Thus, Iran has an effective deterrence posture despite being weaker by any available metric. Instead, the ability to punish or deny an adversary is dependent on being able to inflict an unacceptable level of damage. In Iran’s case, it is able to target the US’s lead over Russia and China, threaten the global oil market and cause the US an unacceptable number of casualties.

---

34. Poorly judged attempts to establish deterrence can therefore be escalatory. See Roberts and Hardie, ‘The Validity of Deterrence in the Twenty-First Century’, p. vi.
While Iran is able to deter the US, the catastrophic consequences of a conflict between the countries means that Iran is itself deterred from direct military confrontation. There is, therefore, a balance of deterrence. This leads to a further element, however, which is that deterrence has a shaping effect. There is often a significant distinction drawn between deterrence and coercion, in so far as deterring an adversary is to prevent them from acting in an undesirable manner, whereas coercing an adversary is to make them act in a desired manner. Coercion and deterrence may be different, but there is considerable overlap between them, and deterrent activity can often have a coercive effect. As per the Rubicon model, once an adversary has set themselves on a line of policy, it is hard to dissuade them from that objective. To stay with Iran, the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action could have been the beginning of a progressive development of trust between Iran and the US. However, despite limited agreement for a short time on the nuclear file, neither side stopped seeing the other as an adversary. In the same vein, despite extensive efforts to overcome decades of mistrust and hostility with Russia at the end of the Cold War, Russian policymakers ultimately projected the worst possible motives onto NATO expansion. Thus, deterring an adversary from a course of action is unlikely to cause them to reconsider their hostility, but rather divert their hostile activity to another avenue. That avenue can be predicted, and in this way, deterrence can also be a form of coercion, driving an adversary to pursue the path that is not denied, or which will not provoke punishment. In the case of the US and Iran, with both parties deterred from escalating to direct armed conflict, this has manifested in proxy warfare, just as much of the competition with Russia, given the mutual recognition of the dangers of a major war, has been carried out in the grey zone.

If it is accepted that deterrence is likely to divert rather than cause an adversary to desist from hostile activity, then it must also be recognised that within the boundaries of the physically possible, and the shortcomings of the imagination, there are a limited number of courses of action open to adversaries, and an even more limited number that are compatible with the world view of an opposing power. This aids in prediction aimed at avoiding accidently deterring an adversary from one course of action into a worse one. It also sets the boundaries for a coherent policy in that if it is accepted that one often cannot deter without also having a coercive effect, then a sensible deterrence posture should consider where it is trying to shift an adversary. In doing this, however, it must be recognised that there are a limited number of positions to which they will move. Coercion by deterrence must, therefore, be premised on what the adversary is likely to do in response and not simply on what the deterring power would like them to do.

A deterrence posture is not a static position.\textsuperscript{42} Taking a position at a critical point in time may deter an adversary from a course of action, but as the adversary’s conduct evolves and is shaped by the options available, the relevance of that original deterrence position will change. An effective deterrence posture therefore evolves in parallel to the threat.\textsuperscript{43} There are two elements of a deterrence posture that must be assessed: capability and credibility. Both of these elements must be communicated and demonstrated. It is highly desirable to have capabilities that an adversary is unaware of, and to undersell the performance of equipment so as to undermine enemy planning assumptions. It is also worth noting that uncertainty as to adversary capabilities can – against a risk-averse opponent – significantly strengthen a deterrence posture. Generating known unknowns for an opponent can effectively paralyse their decision-making, which constitutes a form of deterrence by denial. Unknown unknowns, by contrast, cannot be factored in to adversary decision-making and cannot, therefore, have a deterrent effect.

The primary avenues for demonstrating capability are military exercises, providing a clear demonstration of equipment capabilities, scale, capacity for deployment, efficiency of logistics and competence of troops. Military exercises can reinforce credibility to a degree, in that the cost of running large exercises shows commitment, and credibility must be founded on capability, but the forces are not credible simply by existing. A credible deterrence posture must be underpinned by a demonstrable will to use force under defined circumstances. As with capability, there is an advantage in maintaining some degree of ambiguity as to thresholds. Inserting known unknowns as to whether or not a state will react can create uncertainty and thereby expand the space denied to an adversary. For instance, the US strike killing Major General Qassem Soleimani, precisely because it broke with so many precedents surrounding calculations of proportionality, introduced uncertainty into Iranian decision-making and increased the risk in acting directly against the US.\textsuperscript{44} However, at its core, an opponent must believe that certain actions will lead to a clear response.

There is a tendency for kinetic exchanges to be understood as escalatory. This is not axiomatically true. When Turkey shot down a Russian jet for a brief airspace violation, Russia did not see this as an act of war.\textsuperscript{45} The Russian Federation did respond economically, and Turkey offered some face-saving statements, but there was never any suggestion that Russia would escalate to a military confrontation. Instead, it made clear that Turkey was prepared to respond to infringements upon its sovereignty. Russia accepted the credible messaging, and subsequent relations between Turkey and Russia improved. Similarly, the Soviets shooting down British and

\textsuperscript{43} It is for this reason that Israel prosecutes a ‘campaign between wars’ to reinforce the adversary’s clarity about Israel’s deterrence posture, and maintain the balance of deterrence. See Gadi Eisenkot and Gabi Siboni, ‘The Campaign Between Wars: How Israel Rethought Its Strategy to Counter Iran’s Malign Regional Influence’, Policy Analysis, Washington Institute, 4 September 2019.
American aircraft that strayed into USSR airspace during the Cold War did not set NATO and the Soviet Union on the path of war, but clarified the boundaries within which electronic warfare activity could be conducted. A limited kinetic action that is clearly framed as a response to a provocation, and is not tied to a wide pattern of activity suggesting imminent attack, is therefore not inherently escalatory. Instead, it can be de-escalatory in so far as it strengthens the credibility of a deterrence posture and frames the boundaries within which competition can be pursued.

The implications of credibility being underpinned by a certain amount of kinetic activity has far-reaching repercussions for the permissions required for forces to be able to maintain a credible deterrence posture. Isolated clashes can take place without either party embarking upon warfighting. Deterrence, therefore, should not be understood as simply preventing war, but rather as a means of defining boundaries and thresholds both vertically and horizontally that define the competitive space. It should also be recognised that adversaries – in establishing their distinct red lines – collaborate in building the space within which they are prepared to compete. Between adversaries, this space often involves low-level and sporadic violence. Failing to have the capability and credibility to maintain an effective deterrence posture therefore not only risks increased uncertainty as adversaries move without constraints across poorly defined thresholds, but also means that the rules of competition are likely to be imposed externally. A credible deterrence posture sets the rules of competition, and these can be structured to favour desirable policy objectives, enabling states to compete for advantage over the points that are their greatest interest.

Finally, in developing a deterrence posture against an adversary, it is necessary to ask how that adversary understands deterrence. In essence, it is worth asking what the adversary would expect a deterrence posture to look like. By adopting that posture, a state can not only fulfil the adversary’s criteria for deterrence, but also reduces the risk of miscalculation. This may seem like a highly restrictive objective, but in many instances it expands the range of available deterrent activity. It has already been noted, for instance, that the Russian Federation recognises the use of violence against its forces, under some circumstances, as deterrent rather than aggressive activity. This is consistent with Russia’s own deterrence theory, which envisages applying ‘doses of pain’ to an opponent to warn them off specific courses of action. Because this is what Russia expects, acting within this framework poses a reduced risk of misinterpretation. This should not confine deterrent activity against Russia to the limits of Russian theory. For example, Russian deterrence theory proceeds from demonstrative acts, to the infliction of targeted damage, to retaliation for damage received. There is no explicit concept of deterrence by denial in Russian


theory; there is only deterrence by the threat or application of punishment.\textsuperscript{48} However, this does not mean that Russian ‘operational-tactical’ calculations cannot be influenced so as to deny the viability of courses of action.

\textsuperscript{48} Michael Kofman, Anya Fink and Jeffrey Edmonds, ‘Russian Strategy for Escalation Management: Evolution of Key Concepts’, CNA, April 2020, p. 18.
II. Russian Policy and the Application of Deterrence

HAVING OUTLINED THE principles of deterrence, it is now necessary to examine how these translate into practice with regard to the Russian Federation. This must be based on an assessment of what Russia’s objectives are, the means by which Russia pursues those ends and their critical dependencies. Any such assessment must be presented with the caveat that such matters are highly classified, and so while parameters can be deduced from the history of Russian policy, statements and the limited material that has entered the public domain, this assessment is unavoidably incomplete, and in places inexact.

Russia’s Strategic Interests

There are four primary strategic interests that shape Russian policy. These interests are highly interrelated, but also consecutively dependent in Russia’s view, so it is necessary to consider them in the following order:

- Great power status.
- Regional hegemony.
- National sovereignty.
- Regime survival.

Great Power Status

A ‘great power’ is broadly defined as a sovereign state, able to project power globally, and willing to exercise that power beyond its immediate interests, so that its interests must be considered in the resolution of most international disputes. Russia’s great power status reflects its historic place in the international order and is secured by its permanent seat on the UN Security Council. However, it is also a status that Russia continues to try and bolster. India, for example, has a larger economy than Russia, a nuclear arsenal, a comparably sized military, and while less militarily powerful, maintains some niche capabilities that are superior to Russia’s. And yet,
India does not actively try and involve itself in disputes beyond its regional interests. It is a regional power, but not a great power. The distinction here is a matter of policy, rather than capability. Russia, by contrast, actively involves itself abroad.

There are many examples of Russia attempting to insert itself diplomatically and – though this has only seriously developed since 2014 – militarily into international matters where it lacks clear direct interests. For instance, as tensions in the Gulf rose over the summer of 2019, Russia began a diplomatic effort to develop a new security framework for the region. When Iran conducted a cruise missile strike on two Saudi Arabian oil installations in September 2019, Russia immediately convened a conference in Moscow drawing together a wide – though not entirely relevant – range of actors from across the Middle East. The ‘new’ element of Russia’s proposed framework, as far as Western diplomats could discern, was that Russia would be included. The requests were rebuffed, since the regional states had a developed understanding of the escalation dynamics, and non-regional powers such as the US and the UK were involved because they had direct security commitments and forces based in the region. While offering itself as the critical mediator between Iran and Saudi Arabia in private, Russia publicly boasted of the effectiveness of its air defence systems, suggesting that Saudi Arabia should procure the S400. In this case, Russia failed to translate the event into an opportunity, but it tried, and continues to put out feelers on the idea.

In considering Russian engagement in Libya, it is possible to see another effort to gain influence and leverage. This proved more successful and encapsulates why Russia pursues these policies. Early Russian outreach to Khalifa Haftar was not particularly productive. However, in January 2019, Russian diplomats began to ask European colleagues whether a Russian contribution to the stabilisation of Libya might be received favourably. They were told it would not. Nevertheless, as the security situation in Libya deteriorated, Europe proved apathetic in its response and created an opportunity for external powers to fill the vacuum. Russia capitalised on the opening, simultaneously hosting diplomatic dialogues – though these proved no more

successful than European efforts\textsuperscript{60} – and deploying forces to Libya.\textsuperscript{61} The latter, though small in number, ensures that no further efforts to resolve the ongoing conflict in Libya can take place without consulting with Russia, lest Russian forces act as a spoiler to diplomatic efforts. The entrance of an additional external power into Libya also diminishes European leverage over other intervening powers such as Egypt, Turkey and the United Arab Emirates, if Russia decides to make competing offers.

Leverage in the Libyan conflict is not an end in itself; Russia has few interests in the country. There is a wider play for influence in the Middle East, central to which is Russia’s contention that it is a more stalwart ally than the US.\textsuperscript{62} Russian diplomats highlight by way of example the US’s dropping of support for President Hosni Mubarak of Egypt in 2011,\textsuperscript{63} compared with their continued backing of President Bashar Al-Assad of Syria, or quiet assistance to President Nicolás Maduro of Venezuela.\textsuperscript{64} Russian support for Egyptian and Emirati interests in Libya fits its diplomatic narrative.\textsuperscript{65} However, the question that Russian diplomats raised in discussions with European colleagues in January 2019 regarding Libya gives an indication of how great power status supports a broader Russian strategy. The question concerned whether Russian assistance in Libya might lead Europe to consider sanctions relief over Crimea.\textsuperscript{66} They were told it would not, but some European states, including Italy, were not entirely hostile to the idea. More recently, there is a growing alignment between Russian and French interests in Libya that demonstrates how being willing to retain a presence can create opportunities.\textsuperscript{67} This does not imply that Russia is desperately looking for sanctions relief. Rather, it highlights a strategy of issue linkage.\textsuperscript{68} By virtue of being a great power, able to insert itself into a wide range of geopolitical concerns, Russia is able to wield greater leverage in matters concerning its immediate regional

\textsuperscript{60} Al Jazeera, ‘Libya’s Haftar Leaves Moscow Without Signing Ceasefire Agreement’, 14 January 2020.


\textsuperscript{62} A case Russia has been making persistently to the Gulf States and Egypt. See Samuel Ramani, ‘Sochi Summit Highlights Growing Russia–Egypt Ties’, Middle East Institute, 5 November 2019.


\textsuperscript{65} Egyptian diplomats have been asserting a range of interests in Libya in private for some time, but have now moved their claims public following direct Turkish intervention in the conflict. See Mahmoud Mourad, ‘Egypt Has a Legitimate Right to Intervene in Libya, Sisi Says’, Reuters, 20 June 2020.


\textsuperscript{67} Anas el Gomati, ‘Russia’s Role in the Libyan Civil War Gives it Leverage Over Europe’, Foreign Policy, 18 January 2020.

\textsuperscript{68} While diplomats often try and avoid issue linkage, there is a strong empirical evidence base to highlight its effectiveness. It is a strategy that is similarly employed by China. See Paul Poast, ‘Does Issue Linkage Work? Evidence from European Alliance Negotiations, 1860 to 1945’, International Organization (Vol. 66, No. 2, Spring 2012), pp. 277–310; Krista E Weigand, ‘China’s Strategy in the
interests. Thus, great power status secures Russia’s regional hegemony, because in dealing with its neighbours, Russia can deter interference from competing great powers by threatening to disrupt their interests globally.

**Regional Hegemony**

The criticality of regional hegemony to Russia is that it is believed to ensure its territorial sovereignty. Russia has, for centuries, had unsettled borders, permeated by nomadic peoples. The sheer scale of the country, the variation in climate and the limitations of infrastructure all render defining clear borders difficult. It may be argued that the harshness of Russian Tsarist officials as administrators partly stemmed from how few they were in number compared to both the populations they oversaw and the area for which they were responsible. It must also be recognised that Russia has always been a more imperial than national state. Made up of a wide range of peoples and cultures, the centre has a limited intrinsic hold on its peripheral territories. In the 20th century, the standardisation of language under the Soviet Union and the pushing out of the Russian periphery helped to cohere the state. Following the collapse of the Soviet Union, the lived experience of Russian officials indicated that Russia would, once again, see power bleed from Moscow, and ultimately lead to the crumbling of the Russian border. In 1992, Moscow signed treaties with a wide range of nationalities to avert this. No such agreement was achieved in Chechnya, and as Russian officials feared, the situation quickly deteriorated into a costly and politically disruptive war.

The dynamic for Russia’s frontiers is that in order for them to be stable and secure, Russia must be strong beyond them. Russian history during the Tsarist Empire and early Soviet Union consistently showed that ethnic, linguistic, sectarian and political divisions were all used by adversaries to impinge upon Russia’s borders and sovereignty. This long history, with which Russian officials are largely familiar, underpins the logic of Russia seeking hegemony over its
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immediate neighbours. It is also the reason for the vehement hostility to perceived adversaries gaining leverage over bordering states. In this context, NATO represents a particular threat in the minds of Russian officials for several reasons. First, NATO is ultimately an entity specifically designed to counter Russia. While the Alliance’s purpose has evolved since the fall of the Soviet Union, Russian officials perceive it to be institutionally hostile to Russia. Second, while NATO may provide a framework for a unified conventional defence against Russia, its existence does not prevent NATO member states from operating independently of the Alliance against Russian interests. However, the Alliance does provide conventional deterrence that enables its members to pursue independent but hostile policies. Irrespective of NATO policy, therefore, the Alliance enables weak states to undertake a strong anti-Russian policy, which many of them are inclined to do. It is worth highlighting that this forms the basis for the narratives in Russian exercises such as Zapad 2017, whereby Poland and Lithuania sought to set up a vassal state on Belarusian territory to reinstate historic borders. NATO membership bordering Russia is consequently seen as a strategy of containment that enables those states to disrupt Russia on favourable terms across its borders. Since crisis on the periphery has often led to crisis at the centre – the political fallout of the First Chechen War being within the lived experience of many senior Russian officials – this is seen as a serious threat. There is a tendency for NATO officials to dismiss Russian alarm over its expansion. This partly stems from believing that propaganda to the effect that Russia fears a conventional invasion comparable to the Second World War is an accurate reflection of Russian concerns. There is less awareness, however, of Russia’s perception of its own vulnerability to the fragmentation of its periphery.

National Sovereignty

While the ‘Great Patriotic War’ features heavily in Russian propaganda, the more significant reference point for many Russian officials is the 1990s, as a demonstration of what Russia will suffer if it fails to uphold its national sovereignty. In this decade, Russia lost its ability to project power internationally and saw its periphery embrace the West. The period amounts to a collective trauma for Russians who lived through it, and it is important to recognise that those who were just beginning their careers during it, and saw first-hand the damage wrought, will occupy senior administrative posts over the next decade. In Russia, the 1990s are talked about as a second ‘time of troubles’ equivalent to the collapse of state authority in the 16th

and 17th centuries, which saw economic turmoil, rebellion, invasion and pestilence. In the 1990s, Russians saw savings evaporate, jobs vanish and services disappear. They witnessed the rise of a new elite of money men, who captured state enterprises and funnelled vast quantities of money from Russia to the West.

Lessons were stark. While many Russian officials believed capitalism to be a superior system to communism, they also saw it as a predatory system of winners and losers, and believed they had witnessed the consequences of defeat play out to the detriment of their country. In this context, the failure to defend national sovereignty from what is perceived to be informational, political, economic, diplomatic and military pressure aimed at diminishing Russian influence is a critical interest.

Regime Survival

Given this lived experience, the importance of regime survival takes on a different hue to that which is generally portrayed. Regime survival is often framed as the defence of elite interests over those of the country. In Russia, the Putin project is more complex. Upon taking office, President Vladimir Putin waged a slow campaign to co-opt and coerce Russia’s new business elite to serve the interests of the state. After the perceived success of the Second Chechen War, Putin attempted to implement what came to be known as the vertical of power, by which the central government manages a coherent chain of command across the country. The concept was not fully successful, and has faded from Russian political discourse. However, the significance of control in Russian reporting on the presidency is indicative of the importance placed on a strong centre. Putin progressively took control of media organisations in the early 2000s. Those who resisted were forced into exile, charged with corruption or died. From the West, the process looked like the slow strangulation of Russian society. In Russia, the state’s malignity was targeted and precise.
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For much of the population, the early Putin era was characterised by steady economic growth and a growing sense of security.\textsuperscript{88} It must be understood that the Russian population is widely dispersed, and there are many communities in terminal economic and demographic decline.\textsuperscript{89} For these communities, their experience of the wider world is largely mediated through family working in urban centres and through Russian television. Their concerns are local, and the contrast between the grandeur of the centre as presented in Russian media and the petty corruption of local officialdom often leads to a dynamic where the centre is appealed to for reprieve. Periodic activism in regional politics allows the Kremlin to appear as benevolent, addressing grievances when it learns of them.\textsuperscript{90} Corruption is resented in the centre also, but the dynamics of how that anger is expressed are complex. Putin’s popularity fluctuates, and it is widely known that he has amassed a vast fortune in office.\textsuperscript{91} However, Russians observing the oligarchs of the 1990s – and many today – are particularly infuriated with the ownership of Russian property through foreign companies.\textsuperscript{92} Putin’s effort to bind the oligarchy to the state therefore appears to combat corruption, though in reality it harnessed corruption to the interests of the state.\textsuperscript{93} Thus, many of those who are dissatisfied with the present government are nevertheless supportive of the concept of a strong state, fearing that without it corruption will return to how it was in the 1990s. The government’s particular failings are, to some extent, forgiven as a perceived structural necessity.

Regime survival is not simply a self-serving venture; for many Russians, it is bound up with Russia’s capacity to rebuild itself and avoid the ravages of a hostile world. Western observers may dismiss this perspective as incomplete, inaccurate or contradictory, but it drives Russian policy all the same, being at the heart of the world view of Putin and senior Russian officials, and reflecting anxieties that are more widely felt in Russian society.

\textsuperscript{89} Oliver Bullough, \textit{The Last Man in Russia} (London: Allen Lane, 2013).
\textsuperscript{90} For a detailed exploration of the relationship between regional politics and central politics in Russia, see Cameron Ross (ed.), \textit{Regional Politics in Russia} (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2009). For a topical demonstration note on how regional governors have enforced lockdowns, but the centre has announced economic relief in response to the coronavirus pandemic, see Henry Force and Max Seddon, ‘Putin Leaves Tough Coronavirus Decisions to Regional Aides’, \textit{Financial Times}, 4 April 2020.
\textsuperscript{91} Reuters Enterprise Team, ‘Comrade Capitalism: How Russia Does Business in the Putin Era’, \textit{Reuters}.
Operationalising Russian Strategy

It is important to consider how the four strategic objectives driving Russian policy lead Russia to behave, and the specific courses of action that the UK may wish to deter. To begin with Russia’s pursuit of great power status, there is a consistent pattern of behaviour. First, Russia seeks to identify an opportunity to enter a theatre. The hunt for opportunities is broad and global. However, a particular focus is placed on areas of dispute or conflict within the international system. In these contexts, Russia often simultaneously presents itself as a disinterested outsider, able to reach across the divide and speak to all parties, while perusing defence sales with most parties and using sales to one state to encourage sales to another. Opportunities that are unlikely to come to fruition are often explored, such as a trans-Korean railway project, enabling South Korea to move goods through Russia to Europe. As a symbolic step towards the reunification of the peninsula, such a proposal has enough plausibility to start a conversation, but is in practical terms highly unlikely. Conversely, Russia seeks to develop more credible opportunities, such as proposed mediation between India and Pakistan. Through the deployment of trainers and technicians, defence sales also extend Russia’s political leverage, as demonstrated in Turkey. Here, Russia successfully convinced President Recep Tayyip Erdogan to procure its S400 strategic surface-to-air missile system (SAM), placing Russian air defenders inside NATO airspace. Where some of the less probable opportunities sought will likely pay off, increasing uncertainty among competitors, others will result in minor cooperation, which Russia can build on if further opportunities arise. The delivery of weapons, the promise of economic engagement and other projects are largely aimed at building up leverage in the country.

Once an opening is established, Russia can act quickly and decisively to reshape political calculations for other actors on the ground. The most immediately significant line of action is the transfer of modern air defence systems into a theatre. These significantly increase the threat for other actors – expanding the range of capabilities they need to safely operate – and creates political uncertainty, as Russian advisers will often be attached to partnered air defence crews. Concerns over inadvertently killing Russians in attacking air defence systems has had a proven deterrent effect on other actors, though perhaps more importantly, as Israel has demonstrated, it also facilitated new lines of diplomatic engagement, and therefore leverage. Having created barriers to competitors, Russia has been willing to put forces in country –

95. Ibid., p. 24.
whether badged soldiers or private military contractors – to change the reality on the ground.\(^{101}\) Reduced force protection requirements, and loose permissions, have enabled Russian forces to act quickly and aggressively. It is not axiomatic that Russia will progress from building access to exploiting it. The process is highly opportunistic. But when favourable opportunities arise, Russia has acted decisively.

Russia may have less capacity than the US, or even the UK and France, to sustain operations at reach. However, it is able and willing to employ tactics and techniques that NATO forces cannot. In September 2019, for example, it was assessed that Russia would commence an operation against Idlib in December,\(^{102}\) because bombing in the summer failed to displace the civilian population, as the warm weather enabled bombed-out civilians to sleep outside or in damaged buildings. By contrast, bombing in the winter displaced that population and so cleared the battlespace for military operations against remaining fighters. The refugee flows would also put a huge amount of pressure on Turkey.\(^{103}\) These assessments proved accurate,\(^{104}\) and Russia achieved a significant political effect. In supporting the Assad government, it was prepared to directly target civilians, which could not be conducted by NATO states.\(^{105}\) This difference in policy options must be taken into consideration when examining Russia’s interventions.

Russia’s long-term policy objectives vary. In Syria, Russia has an established interest in preserving both an ally and a base.\(^{106}\) Furthermore, the example of Russia’s steadfast support for an ally has been used to bolster its outreach to other governments, including Egypt.\(^{107}\) In most cases, however, Russia’s interests are more limited, either comprising a hunt for economic opportunities or an attempt to imbed Russian leverage into local dynamics, so that Russia can – at minimal cost – force other powers with disproportionate interests at stake to consult Moscow.

Russia’s relationships around its borders differ from its international engagement, though they also vary considerably by region. Russia is both a close economic partner with, and yet a competitor of, China. Its relationships in Central Asia are far less volatile than those in Eastern Europe, reflecting Russia’s disproportionate leverage over the former. Other than with China.
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107. Ramani, ‘Sochi Summit Highlights Growing Russia–Egypt Ties’.
and the Baltic states – shielded by NATO – Russia pursues hegemony over its neighbours by four lines of effort: engagement; dependence; coercion; and disruption. It must be noted that these phases do not axiomatically progress, and that the starting point varies by state.

Russia structures engagement through attempts to develop bilateral and multilateral frameworks for cooperation, such as the Eurasian Union or Arctic Forum. Through these frameworks, Russia seeks to establish recognition of its regional interests and secure guarantees for its sovereignty over crucial territories. It is vital to recognise that Russian interests are not uniform across the various regions that it straddles. In Eastern Europe, Russia faces potentially hostile neighbours and therefore cares deeply about its relative leverage in these capitals versus NATO. In the Arctic, Russia acts constructively for now, though it continues to expand its military footprint in the region. In the South East, by contrast, Russia is facing a growing competition with China, and must balance the economic independence from the West that closer ties with China offers with the threat that China poses to Russia’s status. Russia’s relationship with China sits beyond the scope of this paper.

The second line of effort in Russia’s attempt to secure regional hegemony comprises the development of its neighbours’ dependence. This is done economically, politically and in the security domain. For instance, in Ukraine, Russia used economic largesse and lent political support to President Viktor Yanukovych both diplomatically and covertly. Further afield, Russia offers cheap energy exports and attempts to maintain lines of transportation for goods moving into Europe, binding its neighbours into economic and political structures that ensure the continued importance of strong relations with Moscow. This sets the groundwork for the coercive phase of Russian policy, to be employed should a neighbour seek to break away from Russia’s orbit. The collection of intelligence on corrupt business practice enables Russia to coerce and manipulate actors. The fallout from concerns regarding then presidential candidate Donald Trump’s relationships in Russia has unfortunately skewed the public discourse around

111. This is most dramatically demonstrated in Belarus, where Russia sells oil for as little as $4 per barrel. See RBC, ‘V Belorussii reshili kupit’ v Rossii 2 mln t nefti po $4 za barrel’ [‘Belarus Bought 2 Million Tons of Oil from Russia at $4 per Barrel’], 2 April 2020, <https://www.rbc.ru/economics/02/04/2020/5e859cf09a7947d1d99a4186>, accessed 20 June 2020.
113. This duality is captured well in a publication that predates, and therefore does not retrospectively explain, Russia’s annexation of Crimea. See James Sherr, *Hard Diplomacy and Soft Coercion: Russia’s Influence Abroad* (London: Chatham House, 2013).
‘kompromat’ to overplay the importance of sexual perversion as a lever for blackmail.\textsuperscript{114} This, of course, is used by intelligence services, but corrupt business practices are more important. Russian organised crime – extensively intertwined with its intelligence services\textsuperscript{115} – enables potential allies to make money, but the enablement also provides Russian intelligence with receipts. These ‘receipts’ can be leaked to destroy reputations, used for blackmail or form the basis for prosecution in Russia. They can also be used to pursue enemies through foreign courts.\textsuperscript{116} UK courts, for instance, will freeze assets while someone is being pursued through litigation, and successive litigation can separate someone from assets for a long time. Russia’s methods, therefore, both reward loyalty and punish disloyalty in a way that leaves few avenues for escape. This kind of personalised targeting allows for coercive leverage over businesses and judicial, regulatory and political institutions.

It is important to note that there is a ‘tipping point’ here.\textsuperscript{117} Ideally, Russia would like its neighbours to be in its sphere of influence, benefiting economically from the arrangements and willingly seeking integration, but aware of the costs of opposing Moscow. If Russia has to actually employ such coercive measures to draw a state back into its orbit, however, this indicates failure.\textsuperscript{118} In Ukraine, for example, the leverage exerted on the president did have the effect of tightening support for Russia among a portion of the political class,\textsuperscript{119} but it also led to popular outrage that fractured the traditional east–west political divide in the country.\textsuperscript{120}

The final course of action in Russia seeking regional control is the denial of ground to adversaries. In essence, if Russia perceives that it has lost control of a peripheral state, it may endeavour to create a buffer of instability or ‘frozen conflict’ beyond its borders. Russian policy in Moldova – where it backed Transnistrian separatists in a war of secession in 1992 – was not deliberately designed to create a frozen conflict, but the Russian government learned from its consequences, and has pursued such a state in Georgia and Ukraine.\textsuperscript{121} This has created a pattern of territorial

\begin{enumerate}
\item See, for example, the references to sexual acts found in the so-called ‘Steele dossier’, <https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/3259984/Trump-Intelligence-Allegations.pdf>, accessed 27 May 2020.
\item These methods are detailed in Belton, \textit{Putin’s People}.
\item Russian military theorists define the ‘tipping point’ as being between the application of passive and active soft power. See, for example, Alexandr Naumov, “\textit{Miagkaia sila” i “tsvetnye revoliutsii” i tehnologii smeny politicheskikh rezhimov v nachale XXI veka} [“Soft Power” and “Colour Revolutions”, Technologies of Regime Change at the Beginning of the 21st Century] (Moscow: Agramak-Media, 2017).
\item It is a state that, over time, becomes progressively acceptable to international parties. See Robert Orttung and Christopher Walker, ‘Putin’s Frozen Conflicts’, \textit{Foreign Policy}, 13 February 2015; James
seizure, either by proxy forces or a limited offensive by the Russian military. One advantage of such a state is that it prevents the state from joining NATO. Perhaps more importantly, it ensures that Russia has leverage in the state’s capital, as Moscow can always dial up the level of tension in the disputed territories. After Western theorists began to describe these activities as ‘hybrid warfare’, the term entered the lexicon of Russian military theory, but primarily to describe Western approaches to such operations. More widely, Russian military theorists employ the term ‘controlled chaos’ to describe both the Western fermentation of political revolution and the countering of such techniques.\(^\text{122}\) Building a buffer of disorder within a defined geopolitical space allows Moscow to adjust the pressure to suit its interests.

Although Ukraine is the primary contemporary example, a distinction must be drawn between the annexation of Crimea and Russian policy in Donbas. While the international community considers both to be violations of Ukrainian sovereignty, these actions are distinct in Russian thinking. Maintaining instability in Donbas was originally an attempt to coerce, and has since become a means to maintain leverage, over Kiev, with the subsequent advantage that it denies Ukraine accession to NATO. By contrast, the annexation of Crimea is part of a separate line of Russian policy, aimed at ensuring its national sovereignty. Although Crimea was not Russian territory, it was critical to Russia’s confidence in being able to defend its southern border. Sevastopol is integral to Russia’s defence plans for the Black Sea, just as Kaliningrad serves as a defensive bastion against any threat emanating from Eastern Europe. Underpinning this strategic logic is a strong and widespread nationalistic belief that Crimea is Russian territory.

The maintenance of these outposts is critical to Russian defence planning because it enables defence in depth, which has been central to Russian operations since the defeat of Napoleon in 1812. By holding bastions with sophisticated anti-air and ballistic missile capabilities beyond Russia’s immediate borders, Russia is able to hold hostile air, logistics and enabling assets at reach, thereby drastically increasing the necessary preparatory effort to conduct credible operations against Russia directly.\(^\text{123}\) The first element in Russia’s defence of its national sovereignty, therefore, is access denial through capabilities that US planners term ‘layered standoff’.\(^\text{124}\) It is important to recognise that this is less about preparing for an all-out war than creating a high threshold for adversaries to be able to use limited military tools. Against a conventional threat to Russian national interests, the Kremlin has adopted a willingness to embark upon fait accompli operations – in Crimea, Syria and Georgia – mobilising, seizing and denying ground quicker than adversaries can react. In this context, standoff capabilities play two critical roles. In the first instance, they encourage adversaries to choose, when confronted with limited Russian military operations, between passivity and mobilising at a scale that crosses the threshold into
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\(^\text{124}\) For an outline of the functioning of these systems, see Justin Bronk, ‘Modern Russian and Chinese Integrated Air Defence Systems: The Nature of the Threat, Growth Trajectory and Western Options’, *RUSI Occasional Papers* (January 2020).

non-limited international armed conflict. In the event of the latter, they hold an adversary at reach long enough for Russian forces to maintain localised dominance of the battlespace for an extended period.125

The risks of attempting fait accompli operations are high. Russia will only employ these tactics if a limited set of interests are threatened and, as in Crimea, those interests are often messaged beforehand.126 On the other hand, being unable to respond, and thereby lowering the risk threshold, may present opportunities for fait accompli operations beyond core interests.

Over the past five years, the Western discussion of Russian military methods has been greatly hampered by the conception of a ‘Gerasimov Doctrine’ (named after Valery Gerasimov, Chief of the Russian General Staff). It is hard to overstate how much damage this idea has done.127 First, this concept confused an article in which a newly appointed Gerasimov outlined his understanding of his operating environment by reference to recent American operations, with a blueprint for Russian operational art. Second, the doctrine’s conception implies a fixed approach, which is odd given that Gerasimov wrote that ‘each war is a unique case, demanding the establishment of a particular logic and not the application of a template’.128 It is nevertheless helpful to distinguish between the ‘non-linear’ warfare that Russia perceived to be Western – and subsequently emulated in Donbas and, to some effect, in Syria – and the annexation of Crimea, which was a conventional military operation. The latter was a fait accompli, and comprised the kind of military operation for which Gerasimov has extensively trained the Russian military: offensive conventional operations at army group level.129

Small operations involving up to four battalions of Russian Airborne Forces (VDV) – sufficient to seize an initial outpost in the Arctic, for instance – could be mounted within a week. For full-scale conventional operations – accepting the timing as yardsticks rather than set in stone – a 40-day buildup of forces and materiel would be expected, combined with special forces and reconnaissance activity to prepare the operating environment. The battlespace is then denied to adversaries to increase the requisite commitment in plausible response, preventing
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adversaries from building up in proportion to Russian force commitments. Russian commanders then envisage up to 30 days of high-intensity conventional offensive operations to gain control over the relevant terrain. From there, Russian forces harden the theatre, threaten strategic escalation, and use the threshold between a limited and total war to force negotiation and compromise. If the layered standoff is able to slow adversary mobilisation, this choice should be stark and political, rather than one of military practicality.

Regarding operational methods, Russia has developed a highly offensive set of capabilities as part of its 2008 Defence Reforms. Although some elements of those reforms, such as the Armata vehicle family, have not yet been rolled out across the force, many of the enablers from electronic warfare, engineering and artillery systems have been manufactured and distributed. Essentially, Russian doctrine comprises a deep operational layer of special reconnaissance forces, proxies and intelligence actors that both disrupt and identify adversaries. Electronic warfare assets then jam enemy communications to fix their units in place while raiding by reconnaissance forces ensures that adversary logistics become constrained. Once fixed, adversary formations are subjected to coordinated massed fires, followed by a high-tempo assault by heavily armoured formations, which seek to break through and seize key terrain rather than defeat adversaries in detail. Victory is not necessarily achieved by clearing ground, but by seizing the ground that matters and progressively reinforcing it so that it cannot be retaken. These operations, best characterised as positional warfare, are likely to occur over a limited geographical space. This has a constraining effect on adversary theatre entry because, assuming that both parties intend to remain below the threshold of total war, access to the specific operational theatre can be made exceptionally difficult without expanding the scope of the conflict.

In seeking to limit the duration of the conflict, the ultimate point of the policy is to convince opposing governments that the costs of reversing Russia’s fait accompli operations are not worth the risks of further escalation. To this end, an enabler of these methods, shaping the ground, is continuous Russian operations in the information environment. However, for all the obsession with information operations in Western thinking, it must be stressed that for Russia, in a military context, these activities support the application of hard power. Russian military theorists consider information warfare to be the fourth domain of operations, and Russian doctrine divides activities in this domain into info-technical and info-psychological operations. The former targets systems for penetration, whether to gather intelligence, deny adversary communications or corrupt adversary networks. The latter are intended to shape adversary decision-making or the attitudes of populations. These categories are platform and vector agnostic. Cyber attacks against critical national infrastructure, physically shaping the battlefield, would constitute info-technical operations. Cyber attacks against an opposing political
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campaign to access compromising information and thereby shape an opponent’s election would constitute an info-psychological operation. It is true that the unexpected disruptive effect of information operations against the US in 2016 has led to the wider conception of such activities as an alternative lever to hard power outside the military sphere.\textsuperscript{133} This builds on longstanding Russian concepts of information warfare – akin to Western ‘political warfare’ – which is not strictly a military activity. But within the military sphere, these capabilities are subordinated to conventional operations.

Appreciation of the scale of Russian hard power capabilities is seriously hampered by a deluge of faulty analysis concerning the extent of Russian military expenditure. SIPRI, for example, puts Russian military expenditure in 2018 at $61.4 billion dollars.\textsuperscript{134} It is not uncommon to hear even high-ranking NATO officers suggest that Russia is an economically weak and politically fragile state in steady decline.\textsuperscript{135} How a state supposedly spending a comparable sum on its military as the UK or France can sustain formations that are far larger than any other power in Europe – with more effective artillery and electronic warfare capabilities, competitive heavy armour, anti-tank and aviation platforms, which it continues to modernise, supported by an integrated air and missile defence system that is world leading – is rarely explained. Recent work by Richard Connolly, however, provides a convincing explanation. Most calculations of Russian expenditure are based on converting the public Russian budget into dollars based on market exchange rates. But unlike many NATO states that import equipment or raw materials, and therefore spend dollars, the Russian defence industry is partly state owned, has lower production costs, buys raw materials from other state-owned extractive industries and conducts all its business in rubles, with the money going back into the Russian economy. Thus, when Russian defence expenditure is compared in a manner that reflects purchasing power parity, Connolly calculates that in 2018 Russian military expenditure was in fact closer to $159 billion.\textsuperscript{136} Given this discrepancy in spending, the gap in capability between European powers and Russia becomes wholly comprehensible. This also throws into relief the extent to which Russia still invests in, and therefore depends upon, hard power.

When it comes to regime survival, the Russian government does not believe that any foreign state has the intention of seizing Moscow in any plausible scenario. It does, however, fear what it terms ‘colour revolutions’ – popular risings that Russian officials believe the West ferments to topple its adversaries, and which could be exacerbated on Russia’s periphery by the use of Western military forces. These are listed as threats to the Russian state in the country’s 2015
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National Security Strategy.\textsuperscript{137} Because of the belief that a strong state is critical to ensuring Russian national sovereignty, and information operations put the core of the state at risk from its own public, information operations as conducted by the West are thought to constitute the most serious form of decapitation strategy,\textsuperscript{138} and not a sub-threshold or non-escalatory form of competition.

Russian information warfare – as separate from military activity in the information domain – requires some consideration because it is practised continuously across all levels of Russian policy, and is both offensive and defensive. It shapes the ground for potential Russian deployments and distracts competitors by attacking their political cohesion. It is also waged against the Russian population to frame how Russian foreign policy is perceived, to discredit and suppress foreign narratives, and to manage Russia’s domestic opposition. Thus, in operations abroad, as in Syria, there was a simultaneous effort to portray Russian actions as in the national interest by suppressing terrorism,\textsuperscript{139} sow dissension in Western powers by amplifying voices alleging that Western policy drove towards a repeat of the 2003 invasion of Iraq,\textsuperscript{140} and discredit local voices that could challenge the Russian narrative by portraying the White Helmets and others as terrorists.\textsuperscript{141} The same techniques – though at greater risk – were applied in Ukraine, where the Russian government portrayed the opposition forces in eastern Ukraine as local resistance against a fascist coup in Kiev.\textsuperscript{142} Those attempting to report on Russian casualties in the conflict have been threatened, assaulted and received death threats.\textsuperscript{143}

The threats are credible. While the Russian media is generally untroubled in being allowed to speculate about corruption or killings, there is a high rate of attrition among those who conduct detailed and specific investigations. As David Satter has written, ‘the average person did not fear death at the hands of the authorities for political reasons. But selective killings made it clear that opposition in Russia was tolerated only within certain limits’.\textsuperscript{144} Because anyone gathering the requisite evidence to tie the state to specific killings tends to end up dead, imprisoned or in permanent exile, unequivocal examples of state-sponsored murder are rare,
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but the aggregate body count and pattern of threats makes the policy clear. This policy has a deterrent effect against the Russian opposition. The Russian government exercises control over its domestic opposition, just as it attempts to control its neighbours, by straddling the precarious balance point between co-option and coercion. This leaves the Kremlin’s political adversaries keen to retain the right to express their opinion, without straying over a poorly defined line that, if crossed, will selectively and unpredictably bring down a violent response. In this regard, Russian information warfare is not distinct from the application of kinetic force. Info-psychological and info-technical operations may include physically damaging or targeting information infrastructure, or the intimidation or assassination of messengers. However, there is a distinction between this personalised warfare and warfighting on land – the latter concerns the destruction of the opposing force or the capture of terrain and uses different tools.

**Deterring Hostile Activities**

It cannot, and should not, be the policy of the UK or its allies to counter Russian activity in all places and at all times. Russia has interests that converge with the UK’s, and has commitments to some allies that are of purely bilateral concern. Moreover, in some instances it may be advantageous to step aside for Russia to become embroiled in the world’s many available quagmires. Russia may have an expeditionary capability, but is very constrained in its capacity to operate at reach. Nevertheless, the survey of how Russia operates, globally and regionally, provides an outline of the dependencies enabling its policy and the means by which such operations can be disrupted. More importantly, in setting out the phases of Russian policy, it now becomes possible to consider the windows of opportunity within which deterrence activity can be effectively undertaken. This section, therefore, aims to break down when and how Russian operations can be deterred globally, regionally and specifically in operations of fait accompli.

In its global interventions, three critical turning points may be identified: the creation of an opportunity; the creation of a bridgehead; and taking a side. The most effective way to deter Russia from entering a theatre therefore begins by denying it an opportunity. This is first and foremost a political and diplomatic effort. British diplomats need to be able to convince partners why a Russian presence would be undesirable. Because a primary reason for countries turning to Russia is a need for equipment that they have the capacity to maintain, or to diversify their supporters against a perceived threat, this generates commitments for UK Defence. The UK’s capacity to offer capabilities or concrete support is an important factor in reducing Russian opportunities. Russia’s failure to penetrate the Gulf Cooperation Council, for example, is largely because the region is heavily dependent on US, UK and French high-end capabilities, and because these countries have made clear defence commitments. When the supply of such capabilities has been withheld – as in the case of UAVs to the United Arab Emirates – countries have quickly sought capabilities from competitors. In that instance, China was the preferred
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partner.\textsuperscript{146} Having a credible, deployable ability to meet commitments to partners, and the trust this engenders, can deny Russian opportunities. Conversely, offering a force that lacks credibility can do serious damage. There is a risk that partners will court Russia to extort the UK and other NATO members to provide additional capabilities or commitments.\textsuperscript{147} In such instances, however, the country is less likely to follow through on threats to make orders from Moscow, as Saudi Arabia’s dalliances over the S400 have so far shown.\textsuperscript{148} Whether it is appropriate to extend military assistance is a matter for diplomats on the ground to advise, but the capacity to deliver military assistance matters.

There are many areas where UK partners lack complete control of the operating environment, or where the UK does not have the strength of relationships to prevent Russia from developing opportunities to enter the environment. Should the UK fail to deny Russia a political opportunity to enter the theatre, it may have the ability to deny routes of theatre entry. This should not be an automatic escalation of policy. But where the UK has clear interests, the ability to pre-empt an attempt to enter the theatre provides a key window of opportunity for establishing deterrence. Russian expeditionary concepts are premised upon unopposed theatre entry. The model – if we consider the doctrine for Russian Naval Infantry as an example – is for a self-contained expeditionary contingent to establish a beachhead at an airfield or port, to emplace sea and air denial capabilities to protect the logistics hub, and then to airlift or sealift relevant capabilities to achieve the given mission.\textsuperscript{149} Unlike operations along its borders, Russia is severely constrained in the size of force it can project and sustain in this manner, amounting to little more than a brigade.\textsuperscript{150} In an environment where the UK is already operating, one way to forestall such an eventuality is to occupy the relevant port or airfield. One consistent element of Russia’s expeditionary operations is that because they are aimed at achieving limited objectives, and given Russia’s limited expeditionary capacity, combined with a doctrine that demands an unopposed entry to theatre, Russian forces have not sought to dislodge the positions of other great powers. In Syria, for instance, great powers have largely avoided one another’s controlled airspace surrounding bases, and have recced, but rarely tested, the perimeters of other great powers. Denial by deployment therefore appears to deter attempts to enter theatre via the occupied area. Of course, to do this credibly, the force must have capabilities such as anti-air
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and anti-ship systems to threaten Russia’s theatre entry, generating a readiness, deployability and capability requirement to adopt this measure.

Deploying to deny must be appreciated in the appropriate context. Seen in isolation, this would imply the hostile seizure of territory in a move purely intended to deter Russia; a policy prescription that would be both disproportionate and potentially illegal. In real-world examples, however, it is easier to see how such instances come about. For example, during the war in Kosovo, NATO and Russia ended up in a race to Pristina airport, with the Russians at a severe disadvantage – despite arriving first – because of NATO control of the airspace, precluding reinforcement.\(^{151}\) It is plausible that similar circumstances could have arisen had the UK and the US intervened more extensively in Syria.\(^ {152}\) Although denial of Russian basing in Syria would not have been possible since Russia already had bases prior to the conflict, the Russian deployment to a base in Libya shows that the Kremlin does not confine such operations to areas of historic control.\(^{153}\) In Libya, the UK lacked the interest to intervene. However, as the world enters an era of great power competition, it is entirely plausible that Russia would deploy to an area where the UK was conducting operations to prop up opposing forces. If this occurred in an area of significant UK interests, then the UK may need to move fast and hard to deny access. The relevance of the policy option in the future operating environment is therefore clear.

In many theatres, it will not be possible to occupy potential routes of Russian entry, owing to the political or military environment. Furthermore, there are plenty of conflicts where denial by occupation would be militarily undesirable for the UK, and in plenty of cases the occupation of a single port would displace Russian theatre entry, but not prevent it. Libya, for example, has a large number of potential ports along its coast. Once Russian forces establish a beachhead, however, their capacity to further exploit theatre entry can be curtailed by adopting a posture of deterrence by punishment. This can take the form of a range of measures. At the lower end, there is interference in the electromagnetic spectrum, disruption of communications and other shows of force. Such activities do not have a directly punishing effect, but they message intent. To become a deterrent, they must be paired with the communication of a willingness to escalate, if adversary actions go beyond certain lines. Should the adversary press ahead, then punishment ranges from the sponsoring of harassment activities – such as rocket or UAV strikes, ambushes and anti-air interdiction – to the deliberate application of military capabilities against a portion of the opposing force. These actions may seem inherently escalatory. Indeed, the prospect of actually harming Russians and the perceived escalatory consequences have had a genuine deterrent effect on Western planners in the past.\(^ {154}\) However, a distinction must be drawn between the use of military force against Russians and strikes against forces contravening communicated red lines. Whereas the former is clearly escalatory, the latter has consistently

proven not to be. The Soviet Union and the US avoided revealing direct confrontation, even as their pilots flew against one another in Korea\textsuperscript{155} and Russian air defenders knocked out US aircraft in Vietnam.\textsuperscript{156} Today, we observe Russia and Turkey, and Russia and Israel, playing down suggestions that Russian advisers may have been killed in drone strikes against SA-22s.\textsuperscript{157} Russia has persistently probed adversary red lines, but has withdrawn – rather than escalated – when it has suffered casualties, even in significant numbers.\textsuperscript{158} In short, the infliction of ‘doses of pain’ to enforce red lines has proven to provide an effective deterrent by punishment. The limited application of force has had a constraining effect on Russian operations.

A further form of punishment is the use of information operations to highlight the vulnerability of Russian equipment, the incompetence of its troops and the casualties it takes in its interventions. There is a widespread – yet incorrect – perception that Russia is not sensitive to casualties.\textsuperscript{159} While Russian civil society may accept that casualties are an inevitable consequence of war, there is sensitivity to the idea that casualties are the consequence of incompetence, or are being taken pointlessly. Highlighting substandard equipment, the scale of casualties, and the dishonesty or total denial by the Russian state in its messaging about the war has an effect.\textsuperscript{160} Again, by indicating that the crossing of certain thresholds or lines on the ground will lead to an uptick in information operations showcasing these shortcomings, it becomes possible to have a less kinetic form of deterrence by punishment. By forcing the Russian government to acknowledge its presence and related casualties, such methods force the state to define its objectives domestically and justify the purpose of its actions. This, in itself, constrains policy. Thus, though not a replacement for kinetic activity, such measures can contribute to deterring Russia from certain courses of action.

When it comes to deterring Russian regional operations, it must once again be emphasised that the UK’s lack of significant interests in some countries impedes its ability to establish a sufficient presence to compete. Because of this, confrontation in these areas should be avoided. However, in those territories where there are UK interests at stake, the first deterrent steps are diplomatic. Russia attempts to bind regional partners into multilateral structures that facilitate economic, defence and diplomatic ties. The UK should not attempt to prevent the formation of these entities. However, where they overlap with other states’ interests, it makes sense to ensure that those parties are members of, or at least have observer status at, any multilateral forums that develop. Military deterrence activity does not come into play until the
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second stage, as Russia shifts to develop dependency in its region. The first task is to develop training and advisory missions, joint exercises and other bilateral military partnerships. These help to reduce a state’s military dependency on a single party, but also have a wide range of additional advantages. Capacity building in areas of UK expertise, such as cyber security, enables the observation and logging of Russian malicious cyber activity, which tends to be practised at scale against states around its periphery.\textsuperscript{161} This information can be exploited in two ways. First, exposing the scale of Russia’s malicious activity to the state reduces the trust of that state’s authorities in Russian promises of friendship and cooperation, thereby reducing leverage. Second, understanding where the state’s officials become vulnerable to blackmail, and being able to either plan mitigations with them, or reduce Russian leverage by highlighting that the information is available more widely, constrains Russia’s coercive control over the state in question. Having a forward military presence also enables the use of military ISR assets to map the activity of Russian foreign intelligence (SVR), military intelligence (GRU) and other special reconnaissance (Spetsnaz) activity. This can be exploited either to reduce the state’s trust in Russian outreach by reporting it, disrupting the activity, either with the partner or unilaterally, or developing target packages to be able to rapidly close down Russian units in the event of escalation. Furthermore, because Russian escalation in these states is preceded by activities aimed at preparing the operating environment, observing these activities creates an early warning system, enabling UK policymakers to react faster to a transition by Russia to coercive measures. If partnered activity has denied Russia sufficient access to coerce, then it will have succeeded in deterring Russian power projection. If it has not, then the UK will need to consider further military capabilities.

Supressing the violent uprising in Donbas was not beyond the capabilities of the Ukrainian military. However, Ukraine’s military was not able to defeat militia in defensive positions, supplied with sophisticated weaponry, when every time the Ukrainians concentrated to conduct offensive operations, they were engaged from across the Russian border by heavy artillery.\textsuperscript{162} Nor could Ukrainian units operate freely when Russian forces infiltrated their lines and conducted widespread sabotage against their civilian and military infrastructure. The final critical impediment to Ukraine asserting its sovereignty was widespread denial of its military communications and command and control (C2) systems. Enabling a regional state to expel an undeclared incursion therefore requires three primary areas of support: signals and C2; rear area security; and counter-battery fires. The unwillingness of Ukrainian forces to fire at artillery engaging them from Russian soil was primarily because Russia could have used this as \textit{casus belli} to become directly and openly involved in the conflict, and thereby rapidly overmatch Ukrainian forces.

This dilemma could be applied by Russia elsewhere. If, by contrast, a third state conducts the counter-battery fire, on the basis that Russia appears unable or unwilling to prevent the use


of its territory by heavily armed undeclared violent actors, then the balance of considerations is somewhat different. Rather than achieving rapid overmatch, were Russia willing to escalate, it would spark a much wider conflict. The critical component of making such a policy non-escalatory would be to establish clear parameters within which artillery would conduct strikes. The most obvious criteria would be that strikes would be conducted against targets that were striking the regional state’s soil, or against emitters that were actively locking on to targets in the regional state’s airspace. This could be maintained as long as Russia refused to acknowledge that the firing pieces were Russian military assets. If Russia did acknowledge this, they would also have publicly declared an act of armed aggression against the regional state. It is a legitimate concern that such measures could be escalatory. It is worth noting, however, that there are a number of conflicts that have seen artillery parity established as a means of stabilising a conflict. The uneasy standoff between Israel and Hizbullah is one example. The demilitarised zone between North and South Korea is another, though in this instance the US presence enables South Korea to respond to artillery strikes without American artillery being directly involved. These situations are far from ideal. However, the rate of persistent fighting in these conflicts is far lower than in Ukraine, where violations of the Minsk agreements are occurring weekly, and at times daily, with a steady rate of attrition for Ukraine’s forces. By dampening exchanges across the border through deterrence by punishment, this would allow the regional state to stabilise its own territory by conventional military means.

The risk of escalation can be exaggerated, but it is nevertheless real. Russia may proactively engage in a fait accompli operation as occurred in Crimea. In considering the timing and actions for deterring such activity, it is first important to note that, for the Russian military, these operations constitute the concentrated application of hard power to decisively seize a limited objective. Despite the emphasis placed on constant competition, Russia still conceives of the application of the military in terms of a campaign, with a clear objective and a strategy for conflict termination. Furthermore, Russian operational doctrine has evolved significantly from its war with Georgia. There is still a heavy emphasis on large numbers of tube and rocket artillery. However, when the Russians developed the reconnaissance strike concept in the 1980s, – a system of fighting that systematically identifies and destroys adversary formations with artillery – they lacked the sensors and communications to fully implement it. Today, by contrast,
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Russia’s military has extensive electronic warfare equipment, UAVs, aviation assets, a vastly expanded force of recce troops and a much more sophisticated C2 infrastructure, including the ability to disperse its batteries. We can therefore be confident that Russia can find its targets and bring heavy firepower to bear, either destroying enemy formations or suppressing their movement, enabling Russian manoeuvre elements to strike hard against selected enemy positions that will struggle to mutually support one another without being exposed to heavy fire. Moreover, these are operations conducted at army group scale.

Facing such a force is a daunting prospect. However, precisely because warfighting is not a constant activity, there are critical points for the application of deterrence. In the first instance, the capacity to deploy and respond quickly should see off the attempt. For this to be a credible deterrence posture, however, forces must be prepared to conduct two kinds of operation: preventing Russia from achieving its objectives within an acceptable timeframe and punishing Russia by counterattack once a sufficient buildup has been achieved. Most importantly, a demonstrable capacity and willingness to do both removes the policy option from the Russian playbook. One without the other is ineffective, because the ability to slow Russian operations without the capacity to respond simply allows Russia to achieve its objectives slower than anticipated. At the same time, the ability to counterattack after a long delay from the completion of Russian combat operations enables the hardening of the theatre – increasing the difficulty of a counterattack – and the use of political mechanisms for conflict termination to create a post-conflict framework favourable to Russia. The clear choice between de-escalation and the cost of the counterattack would, under these circumstances, likely create political divisions among a coalition responding to the incursion, whereas a counterattack against an ongoing offensive is fundamentally different.

Delaying the Russian fait accompli can be achieved in a number of ways. One of the most critical is the targeting of Russian logistics and enablers, which – given the dependence on fires in Russian doctrine – must slow the rate of advance and reduce the available firepower to dislodge defensive strongpoints. Russian forces have historically pressed ahead despite significant losses, partly reflecting the tendency to deny their own communications and a reliance on time-synchronised fire plans, which leads to a need to achieve objectives within fixed timeframes. However, this approach means that Russian manoeuvre elements are liable to remain in contact through their depth; a challenge that Russian theorists describe as the ‘fragmented battlefield’.

Thus, as long as bypassed forces have supplies of anti-tank guided missiles (ATGMs), or communications to call for effects, and fires platforms remain available, a Russian advance must increasingly expose air defence, engineering and fires systems that can be targeted, further depleting combat power. Extending the duration of fighting must necessarily

force the resupply of Russian fires, and while Russian manoeuvre elements are heavily protected, logistics lines are not. The threat posed by long-range strikes is something that Russia consistently invests heavily in trying to counter, and so demonstrating capabilities that can prosecute long-range strike operations must affect the viability of fait accompli attempts as determined by Russian operational-tactical calculations.

Given that Russia would choose the time and place of an attempted fait accompli – the Arctic, Balkans and Baltics are all plausible areas for such operations – it may be presumed that it will have brought a sufficiently sized force to overpower pre-positioned defensive units. The defensive units should, therefore, fall back to defend points at which they can maximise the force ratio and resource expenditure required to dislodge them. This is for two reasons: first, to inflict casualties; second, to force the enemy to concentrate and bring forward operationally significant equipment such as bridging equipment. The concentration of units must reduce the number of axes on which adversary logistics can move, and thereby present a more favourable target for long-range fires. River crossings would be one vital area to defend. The second would be urban terrain. There is a justified fear of urban operations among NATO forces. However, the Russians find urban warfare no easier, and as a result of their experiences in Chechnya, Russian doctrine expects a 6:1 force ratio in successfully assaulting an urban area. As long as the force is covered by fires, urban terrain presents disproportionately defensible ground, which buys time. In Donbas, Russian forces, operating alongside locally raised militia, took months to dislodge Ukrainian units from urban features, not least Donetsk airport. Indeed, the difficulty encountered in taking the airport led to the resurrection of assault pioneer units in Russian formations. An early priority – before the start of direct combat operations – should therefore be the deployment of light infantry with a high density of ATGMs and man-portable air defence systems to invest urban terrain. Their resupply would be critical to extending how long they could hold out. Although reversionary methods would be required, the initial provision of supplies by air would encourage Russia to activate its SAMs. Once fired from Russian soil, this
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would require the commencement of a suppression of enemy air defences (SEAD) campaign, by both artillery and air assets, so that the airspace could be accessed by the time offensive operations commenced.

The demonstrable ability to conduct a SEAD campaign is fundamental to deterring fait accompli. Russia recognises that NATO has an appreciable advantage in the air, and has pursued an asymmetric strategy in denying access, rather than prioritising competing with aircraft of its own. Russian anti-access/area denial (A2/AD) capabilities are aimed specifically at holding NATO ground forces at a disadvantage, with support from the air, and lines of supply, under threat. This is why US Multi-Domain Operations, premised on penetrating A2/AD bubbles and then disintegrating enemy formations, is central to deterrence. The speed at which the A2/AD bubble can be penetrated, and thus the speed at which NATO can bring its full range of effects to bear, constrains the available time and calculated viability of attempted fait accompli. The contribution to the SEAD effort by land forces is therefore critical, whether through the location and tracking of Russian radar, C2 and SAM systems, or through their destruction.

By demonstrably complicating and extending the timeframe for operations, while increasing the degree of uncertainty, the framework outlined above would offer a credible deterrent to Russian military operations. It is worth highlighting a few capabilities that do not offer a deterrent effect in isolation, namely offensive cyber and information operations, though they are critical in supporting deterrent activity. Offensive cyber capabilities could play a role in disrupting adversary logistics and C2, thereby slowing down the operational tempo of a force. However, the effects of offensive cyber operations are unpredictable for both the user and the target. Success depends on access to networks, but embedded malware can be disrupted by patching, and the availability of a connection to activate malware in air-gapped systems is hard to assure. While potentially reliable against civil infrastructure such as railways, the ability to access military systems after mobilisation in order to activate an attack cannot be guaranteed, and cannot be synchronised with a fires plan.

Perhaps most importantly, while some capabilities may be employable at any given time, they cannot be messaged beforehand without undermining the capability. Consequently, any effective cyber penetration stands as an unknown unknown, which by definition cannot deter. At a strategic level, cyber vulnerability can deter against escalation because of the damage achievable against a state’s infrastructure, but such a widespread attack would not be decisive, and would expand the scope of a localised conflict. The deterrent value against a specific contingency is therefore dubious. Information operations suffer from a different problem. In competition, information operations can play a crucial role in amplifying the deterrent effect of activity or dampening escalation. In conflict, involving urban warfare information operations

can be vital in retaining the support of urban populations, and can supplement targeting. As a standalone deterrent, however, the threat of use – and therefore the threat of generating unrest and undermining the legitimacy of a regime – can only really be aimed at an adversary government. However, if it is viewed as being credible, then the threat is not about reversing an attempt at territorial annexation, or a specific infringement, but instead about regime survival, triggering a heightened risk of unpredictable and strategic escalation. Indeed, the true value of information operations may be in bolstering the resolve and coherence of friendly forces and populations in the area of operations. Economic deterrence is also dubious in Russia’s case, given that the country is largely self-sufficient in raw materials, has an important economic outlet via China and has structured its industries to bring them firmly under state control.

III. Implications for UK Land Forces

Having explored Russian policy, its dependencies and the points at which military capabilities can be applied to deter, the structure of military forces required to perform the respective deterrence tasks must be considered. The aspects of Russian policy that the UK may wish to deter can be divided into two categories of operations: deterrence in competition and deterring conflict. This chapter is split into three sections. The first examines the land forces’ contribution to deterrence against Russia in competition. The second considers the UK’s contribution to NATO’s efforts in deterring conflict at scale. The third examines whether the UK has the requisite structure of policies and permissions to effectively practice deterrence. Some of the activity outlined is unilateral UK activity, and some – especially deterring conflict – is in cooperation with partners. In considering the UK’s contribution to NATO, the chapter will begin by elaborating on the task as a whole, before highlighting which components the UK might realistically and helpfully undertake.  

Deterrence Against Russia in Competition

The foremost military asset in deterring Russian attempts to threaten UK interests around the world is the UK’s network of defence attachés, liaison and loan service officers, working in collaboration with the Foreign and Commonwealth Office, intelligence services and UK defence industry. Defence attachés, able to maintain a close watch on diplomatic, political and military activity in country, provide situational awareness, both in flagging that Russia may be seeking an opportunity and in tracking why a partner government may court Russian support. The defence attaché would also be able to assess what a partner wants and needs, and how to navigate differences between the two. The liaison and loan service officer network, in those countries where they exist, not only extend the UK’s situational awareness, but offer in themselves a deterrent by denial in attempts by Russia to expand their influence and access. Of course, in many states, it would not be appropriate for liaison or loan service officers to support a government. In others, liaison may be with actors in a state already facing internal divisions. In
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184. Russian outreach to Iraq, for instance, had to go through a separate intelligence cell, which could be cut out because of the liaison network from OIR, and the more valuable support from the US, UK and coalition. See Babak Dehghanpisheh, ‘Iraq Using Info from New Intelligence Center to Bomb Islamic State: Official’, Reuters, 13 October 2015.
areas of regional competition, such as the Balkans, there is a sizeable part of the local population that has a strong and positive view of the Russian government, limiting access. Nevertheless, the development of liaison functions is valuable both in improving UK situational awareness and justifying UK observer status in multilateral regional forums, providing, along with other partners such as the EU, a counterweight to Russian influence.

There is a danger that defence attachés will be incentivised to call for activity in their country not because of a clear need, but because they feel that they must ‘do something’ or exaggerate the significance of what they are seeing locally. Addressing this issue requires the ability to put local information into a regional context. As described in the context of the Rubicon model, deterrence works best before an opponent commits to a line of policy, and since Russian expeditionary operations are largely premised on building opportunities and exploiting them to enter theatre unopposed, the aim for deterrence in competition is to avoid surprise, and thereby move to close down Russian opportunities that may threaten UK interests before they can be exploited. In competition, this activity would need to be closely integrated with wider government policy. Under Fusion Doctrine, this would best be enacted by a senior responsible officer, appointed to implement the UK’s regional strategy. However, there is also a need for regional coordination on a defence-specific basis. While the FCO has country and regional strategies, the operational level is underdeveloped because it does not handle the deployment of scalable assets. There is, therefore, value in an analytical structure within Defence; one which is able to conduct regional analysis, debrief those entering and exiting theatre, monitor the trends in Russian activity and develop indicators to establish when deterrence activity should be undertaken. We may, therefore, envisage the commitment of something akin to regional military intelligence battalions, with a company focused on primary threat actors, and other platoons divided across regional states. By bringing reach-back analysis, debriefing of operators from across the region and deployments within a single unit, this would enable the development of a cadre of intelligence practitioners with deep regional expertise, corporate memory, requisite language skills, and a community able to effectively share and debate information as it arose.

Deterrence activity against Russia in competition would need to develop along two strands: denial and punishment. Where partners sought Russian support owing to their own security concerns, the UK should examine the provision of training. The need for counterterrorism units during the ‘Global War on Terror’ has arguably skewed partner force capacity building towards light infantry training. However, training an insignificant number of partnered infantry units is

unlikely to alleviate the kinds of concerns that have drawn states to seek Russian assistance.\textsuperscript{188} Instead, training should focus on specialisms such as signals, cyber threat intelligence, logistics, maintenance, payroll, air defence, fires and engineering. Where possible, training should be turned into liaison functions. In a global context, these functions close down partner anxieties that present Russia with opportunities. In Russia’s regional periphery, such deployments have several additional advantages. Improving a state’s signals capability reduces Russia’s capacity to coerce that state’s military through electronic warfare. Strengthening its logistics, maintenance and air defence increases the resource commitment Russia would need to undertake to sabotage and disrupt the state’s military if attempting to escalate to covert or proxy action on the state’s soil.

The second means by which training and engagement activities establish denial in competition is in forestalling Russian coercive measures. UK cyber trainers, for example, could observe and track Russia’s breaches in the country. This would comprise monitoring and – where possible – the disruption of GRU and SVR activity by revealing its agents, exposing nefarious activities to local law enforcement, and understanding what compromising material or other points of leverage may have been developed through cyber attacks and other intelligence techniques. By sharing such information with local officials where appropriate, the UK can simultaneously highlight Russia’s malicious conduct to the partner government and bolster trust in the UK.\textsuperscript{189} Monitoring would not be an entirely military effort, but the deployment of special forces would play an important part in finding GRU and SVR agents. It would also require a cross-government effort, with business and development agencies working to both decrease dependence on Russia and improve transparency and corporate governance to reduce levels of corruption and thereby deny leverage to Russia. The EU could be a valuable partner in pursuing this activity.

While small liaison teams would comprise the majority of defence activity, the UK must retain the capacity to deploy a larger force package if it is to be seen as a credible partner or have a meaningful deterrent effect on Russia. The credibility of small teams is immeasurably bolstered if it is understood that they can facilitate access to larger units, rather than being the sum of the UK’s offer. In this sense, small teams function as tripwires, comparable to NATO’s Enhanced Forward Presence battlegroups,\textsuperscript{190} alongside their liaison functions. The UK has previously undermined its position in states by responding to requests for support with very small offerings. In states experiencing internal division, the UK has a strong interest in establishing a presence at logistical hubs with the permission and support of partnered forces. While Russia has decisively intervened to shift the balance in conflicts beyond its region, this has depended on unopposed


\textsuperscript{189} Although constrained by the protection of sources, intelligence liaison can have long-term advantages. See William R Johnson, \textit{Thwarting Enemies at Home and Abroad} (Washington, DC: Georgetown University Press, 2009), pp. 165–74.

access, and even where Russia has disproportionate interests at stake – such as in Syria – it has generally not sought to dislodge other powers.

Presence for the purpose of denial may be small, but it must be backed by the potential for punishment if it is to constrain Russian activity. As has played out repeatedly across Syria, Russia uses non-badged forces to test what it can get away with, violating deconfliction lines. If the UK cannot deny theatre entry, then it should deploy assets able to defend its forces from unconventional attacks, such as UAV strikes, and conduct strike operations utilising fires and mobile reconnaissance. The geographic and political boundaries of UK interests can then be articulated and enforced, with the assets available to punish incursions against those interests. At maximum effort, the size of a competitive and globally deployable force would likely amount to a brigade with an emphasis on mobility, ISTAR and strike assets. This would be comparable to what Russia can project internationally, and so act as a counterweight. A brigade-sized task force would thus be able to compete while being strong enough to deter escalation to direct fighting.

Deployments in Russia’s regional periphery bring different considerations to bear. If Russia were to actively escalate from seeking leverage to coercion over a regional neighbour where the UK had critical interests, it is unlikely that the level of disruption Russia could generate would, in itself, threaten the state. In the Baltics, any Russian-sponsored uprising could be put down by local forces, supported by NATO through Article 4. In Donbas, the Ukrainian military could have defeated the separatists if those forces had not been operating under the protection of Russian artillery. Nevertheless, the UK could offer to support the partner government through 6th (UK) Division, strengthening C2 resilience, countering Russian disinformation and providing ISR support. Special forces – working with the host government – could also begin to roll up and conduct direct action against Russian special reconnaissance elements. These actions would serve two roles in deterrence. First, the consequences of firing on a multinational force including NATO members are much greater than doing so against a lone state. This would, therefore, deter the application of fires over fears of escalation; inverting the dilemma that Russia poses with its advisers attached to exported air defence systems. Second, by improving situational awareness and resilience, such operations increase the difficulty for Russia in overcoming the partner and make the policy less attractive. The addition of long-range precision-strike capabilities coupled with ISR could add a further constraint on Russia, because in enabling counter-battery fire against undeclared guns, such a capability would reduce the ambiguity that Russia has historically used to employ its artillery, aircraft and high-end systems without overtly committing to a declared war. Again, such a posture would likely require the deployment of a brigade-sized formation from the UK. There is, however, a risk that Russia would switch to a policy of fait accompli. This level of competition would only be sustainable assuming that NATO had a credible deterrence posture.

Deterring Fait Accompli

Deterring fait accompli is achieved by demonstrating that it will not have the desired political effect, or that it will not succeed. This requires the ability to respond with hard power. NATO faces a serious challenge in making a fait accompli unworkable because of the number of geographic areas in which one could take place. In the first instance, Russia could engage in a fait accompli seizing a small and remote piece of NATO territory such as on Svalbard, or a kilometre of the Baltic states, comparable to what has been done by China to India in the Ladakh region. In Russia’s case, the point of such a policy could be to generate a political crisis in NATO by seizing land which is disproportionately difficult to recapture, or simply requiring massive escalation by NATO to retake, and thereby call Article 5 into question. At the same time, a fait accompli could equally be aimed at the full annexation of territory, and consequently involve a full-scale military effort. This presents NATO with a challenge because the simplest way to deter a fait accompli would be to maintain sufficient forward-deployed forces to render such an attack militarily difficult. Because an attacker needs a substantial numerical advantage over a defender, this could be done without deploying a force that appeared to threaten offensive action. The problem is that a fait accompli could be attempted anywhere along a border which spans over 2,000 km. Holding forces forward deployed along the length of that border would require too many troops and constitute a large enough force to appear to threaten offensive action and escalate tensions.

Accepting that forces cannot be pre-positioned in place means that even if a large NATO force were stationed in Poland, they could find themselves 700 km from the point of incursion, and that would require traversing terrain flanked on both sides by Russian territory. This means that NATO cannot realistically demonstrate parity in place. NATO therefore needs three kinds of formation:

- Rapid reaction forces, able to deploy while Russia mobilised its heavier formations, with the objective of slowing down an attempted incursion for long enough to prevent Russia seizing its objectives before heavier forces arrived.
- Heavy manoeuvre forces, able to counterattack to retake lost territory.
- Support forces, able to provide the requisite C2, ISTAR, logistical and mobility enablers to coordinate the multinational force, and long-range fires and air defences to support the SEAD campaign, disrupt the enemy and protect the force.

Although Russia maintains large divisional formations in the Western Military District, several are under strength, and it would take time for them to fully mobilise. Assuming a four-week mobilisation, it would be reasonable to anticipate an offensive operation being conducted at

army group strength, given the limited width of any front, Russia’s need to retain follow-on forces and the ability to respond to horizontal escalation. 195 The Russian army group does not have a standardised structure, but corresponds to a large NATO corps. 196 Nevertheless, as a yardstick for offensive operations, this provides rough boundaries for the credible scale of force required across NATO to deter a fait accompli by denial. In short, rapid reaction forces would need to comprise a square division in strength, deployable within two weeks, equipped with significant anti-tank capabilities, prepared for the defence of complex terrain and able to self-protect from air threats. 197 In defending urban terrain, it would also need to be prepared to protect itself from chemical agents and the use of flame projectors and thermobaric artillery. Heavy manoeuvre forces would need to reach the level of two corps within six weeks, assuming a two-week lag in decision-making from the start of Russian mobilisation, two further weeks of mobilisation, and 30 days of subsequent combat operations within which the counteroffensive would need to take place. The support forces would need to have their C2 and recce strike element mobilised along with the rapid reaction forces, with enablers building up alongside heavy manoeuvre formations to protect the force in its assembly areas, and to manoeuvre to fire. 198

While far beyond the means of any European NATO member, such a large force is realistic across the Alliance. In terms of rapid reaction forces, the US, the UK and France maintain brigades of rapidly deployable forces, which could form a division alongside the forces of the targeted state. With regard to heavy forces, the US intends to pre-position an armoured division’s equipment in Europe, 199 and is standing up V Corps as a warfighting headquarters with its requisite enablers. 200 The UK, France and Germany each claim to have an armoured division. A number of other European states could form a further multinational armoured division given the widespread use of consistent armoured platforms (primarily the Leopard 2A4-7). With the US, this would provide two corps’ worth of manoeuvre elements. Italy, France (through Project Griffon), the US (through its Stryker Brigades) and the UK (through its Strike Brigades) are developing credible medium-weight screening and recce elements to contribute. Poland, meanwhile, can mobilise a further corps, though this would be used defensively or for fixing Russian forces in Kaliningrad. Support forces, and particularly long-range precision fires, are far less plentiful. The US Marine
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195. While Russian forces are severely constrained in the size of force they can generate outside the western and southern military districts, there are excellent transport links between these, and large existing formations. See Connable et al., Russia’s Limit of Advance, p. xx.
197. This is comparable, in terms of supporting enablers, to the elements of the USMC Littoral Combat Regiment. See United States Marine Corps, ‘Force Design 2030’, March 2020.
199. Briefing by Chris Cavoli on Exercise Defender Europe 20, delivered at AUSA’s annual meeting, Washington, DC, 15 October 2019.
Corps II Marine Expeditionary Force reconfigured with large quantities of rocket artillery could help fill this gap. However, given that long-range fires require a robust and extensive ISR infrastructure, few NATO states can realistically provide such a capability unless they are closely integrated into US systems. The UK is uniquely positioned in this regard, and through the Allied Rapid Reaction Corps, it could field a credible C2 architecture with higher echelon enablers to complement UK capabilities. This would, however, require substantial investment. At present, only the US maintains ammunition stockpiles for such formations.

Fielding this force in practice, however, presents major challenges. There is currently sufficient rolling stock in the German rail system to move one armoured brigade across it at a time.\textsuperscript{201} Meanwhile, transportation fleets across NATO are limited.\textsuperscript{202} The UK has 92 heavy equipment transporters and fewer medium equipment transporters to move a division of over 1,000 armoured vehicles.\textsuperscript{203} Readiness and the availability of German armour, for example, is notoriously bad.\textsuperscript{204} Even assuming that there were no delays, the minimum shuttle time cannot bring the UK’s division to bear within a relevant timeframe. Furthermore, since the division’s fighting strength should not be wasted piecemeal, this would leave it in its assembly area for an extended period, vulnerable to long-range strike. Unfortunately, the assumption of frictionless shuttles between the UK and Eastern Europe is unrealistic, not only because of the threat of disruptive enemy activity, but because NATO and the EU have not yet lifted the restrictions and non-standardised regulations for the transport of military equipment across the area.\textsuperscript{205} Thus, every border becomes a bureaucratic hurdle. The consequence is that while a requisite force theoretically exists across the Alliance, it would not be present in time to offer a credible deterrent effect. This deficiency must be addressed. Either the force must have more transportation assets, or it must be partially forward deployed. There is no point in having a force that cannot be used.

The picture is even less favourable when the details of these formations are considered. A Russian motor rifle division includes 214 MBTs while a tank division fields 322.\textsuperscript{206} A US armoured division has at least 174 MBTs and would more likely have closer to 261.\textsuperscript{207} Compare

\textsuperscript{202} Michael Shurkin, \textit{The Abilities of the British, French, and German Armies to Generate and Sustain Armored Brigades in the Baltics} (Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, 2017).
this with 3rd (UK) Division, which fields 112 MBTs,\textsuperscript{208} not because there is evidence that this is sufficient to conduct divisional warfighting, but because the 227 MBTs in the order of battle during the Cold War have been paired back due to budget cuts.\textsuperscript{209} Moreover, while there was a qualitative gap in armour at the end of the Cold War,\textsuperscript{210} this has evaporated today. The Challenger II MBT is sliding into obsolescence. Without an active protection system, it is increasingly vulnerable on a battlefield scoured by UAVs, and faced with a growing density of Kornet-EM ATGMs among Russian forces.\textsuperscript{211} Perhaps a greater concern is that the high-explosive squash head anti-armour ammunition used by its main gun cannot defeat modern reactive armour, while the rifling of its gun cannot accept more effective NATO ammunition natures, so that its capacity to defeat upgraded T-72B3 and T-90MS Russian tanks is increasingly doubtful. It is hoped that this will be addressed by the Challenger II Life Extension Programme (LEP), but with proposals to only upgrade 148 tanks,\textsuperscript{212} this would not enable enough vehicles to be held at readiness to field the two regiments that constitute the minimum current armoured complement of 3rd (UK) Division, let alone a competitive armoured division.\textsuperscript{213} Furthermore, there is a shortage of enablers to support heavy armour – most notably assault bridges, which are suffering from metal fatigue and are in need of replacement. As consecutive defence reviews delayed procurement decisions, it is now doubtful whether an approved CR2 LEP would be able to deliver enough vehicles to maintain a deployable force until the late 2020s.

It is worse still for 3rd (UK) Division’s infantry fighting vehicles, which are wearing out and are inferior to Russia’s Kurganetz-25, or even the modernised BMP-3. The disparity in artillery is even starker. A Russian tank division has 222 organic artillery pieces compared to 48 self-propelled howitzers and 27 multiple launch rocket systems available across the entire British Army.\textsuperscript{214} Meanwhile, air defence is scarce, leaving the division – as a formation – exceedingly vulnerable to enemy air, aviation and strike assets. Thus, the UK’s promise of a division on paper does not meet the reality. If states do not have the same tanks, artillery and infantry fighting


\textsuperscript{211} Nick Reynolds and Jack Watling, ‘Your Tanks Cannot Hide’, RUSI Defence Systems, 5 March 2020.
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\textsuperscript{213} Readiness for armoured formations fluctuates in cycles from between 5% and 30% requiring repair, depending on whether the force has been on exercise, while some additional slack is required for vehicles unavailable for deployment because they are dispersed to training grounds or experimental activities. See Eric Peltz et al., Diagnosing the Army’s Equipment Readiness: The Equipment Downtime Analyzer (Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, 2002), p. xvi.

vehicles, then a composite division suffers from highly inefficient logistics and maintenance. Thus, in armoured manoeuvre warfare, divisions are the smallest currency of useful exchange.

These deficiencies are all too evident to Russian planners, to the extent that Russian operational-tactical assessments must look highly favourable. Rebuilding a credible deterrence posture requires the modernisation of NATO land forces, but for this to be affordable and effective, it also demands the rationalisation of state contributions. To keep with the UK, while a deployable division, a high-readiness brigade and wider enablers to be a framework nation are articulated in the 2015 *National Security Strategy and Strategic Defence and Security Review*, as the components of a balanced force, this has proven unachievable. Indeed, Defence Secretary Ben Wallace has conceded that previous plans were ‘overambitious and underfunded’. Defence has persistently delayed modernising heavy armour to the point that the force lacks credibility, but nevertheless bears the expense of maintaining it. At the same time, concepts such as Strike – which arguably provide the conceptual groundwork for the recce element of a recce strike complex – have not been matched by a sufficient investment in firepower to make the concept effective. A fully developed recce strike force – being the enabler for NATO’s divisional manoeuvre by suppressing Russian fires and contributing to the SEAD campaign – would greatly increase NATO’s deterrence posture by protecting the manoeuvre elements that could be brought to bear and dealing out disproportionate damage to Russian manoeuvre forces. However, it cannot be afforded alongside a fully equipped armoured division without a substantial increase in spending. It would require the expansion of the UK’s resilient ISR capabilities and a focus on the procurement of long- and medium-range precision fires. For the UK, there is a further tradeoff in that an armoured division cannot be broken up and deployed internationally if it is to retain its deterrent value. By contrast, if we return to the requirements of deterrence in competition, enablers, reconnaissance and fires have substantial utility in these activities. Thus, the UK may be forced to choose between providing armoured manoeuvre forces to NATO’s deterrence against Russian fait accompli and more flexible reconnaissance, strike and enabling forces able to support NATO warfighting and conduct wider deterrence activity across the spectrum of competition and conflict.

The UK is not unique in facing these challenges. However, one of the problems is that many states – for reasons of tradition and national pride – will not feel comfortable pursuing unbalanced forces. And yet, NATO is at risk of becoming an amalgamation of disjointed forces for which the whole is less than the sum of its parts. Ammunition is a good example: the Alliance has a critical shortage of stockpiled munitions to the extent that its guns would fall silent within
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days of operations commencing at scale.\textsuperscript{219} There are member states that cannot field forces at a sufficient scale to offer any meaningful battlefield effect. They would drastically improve NATO’s position and their contribution to the Alliance if they invested in common ammunition stockpiles rather than focus on redundant capabilities. For the UK to admit that it can no longer achieve a balanced force, and lead by example by rationalising its force structure, could pave the way for other members to do the same.

In summary, NATO’s deterrent posture must depend on having parity and presence where Russia may attempt a fait accompli. NATO cannot pre-position to all of the potential targets, and so must hold rapid reaction forces to delay the enemy, and then move manoeuvre and fires elements to counterattack. The object of parity is sufficient to demonstrably render limited offensive operations unlikely to succeed, without such an overwhelming force ratio as to be able to conduct deep offensive operations, since this would trigger a parallel buildup. However, having the forces is only relevant if the will and understanding to use them appropriately exists.

The Will to Deter

To be credible, deterrence must be premised upon the capability and will to respond. This chapter has outlined the measures – and the timeframes – within which the UK government would need to act to credibly deter Russia. The capability requirements for deterring Russia’s most dangerous course of policy have been outlined. Whether the UK government has the appropriate policy and permissions architecture to actually compete and deter must be considered.

The UK’s structures broadly reflect the needs identified in this paper. The UK National Security Council, in appointing a senior responsible officer through Fusion Doctrine, intends to improve the coherence of policy. In Defence, there has been an effort to expand the value of the defence attaché network, and through the formation of 6\textsuperscript{th} (UK) Division, there is a structure to generate coherent missions in competition to support partners. The Royal Marines – especially under the Future Commando Force concept\textsuperscript{220} – and 16 Air Assault Brigade both aspire to provide rapid reaction forces that could deploy globally to a range of difficult environments. Meanwhile, the UK has a command structure to offer NATO either a recce strike formation or an armoured manoeuvre formation, in the form of its Strike Brigades supplemented with fires or 3\textsuperscript{rd} (UK) Division respectively. Most of these forces are underequipped, and currently lack a sufficient digital backbone, but the command structures are sound.

As with capabilities, the permissions framework supporting these forces does not stand up in practice to close scrutiny. While the structures broadly match the tasks, clarity over when they are to be employed, and when responsibility is to transition between them, is less well established and poorly understood across government. In order for these formations to effectively compete,

\textsuperscript{219} Deficiencies have already been demonstrated in the air domain. See Karen DeYoung and Greg Jaffe, ‘NATO Runs Short on Some Munitions in Libya’, Washington Post, 17 April 2011.

they must have the requisite permissions to operate. At present, authorisation sits with PJHQ Northwood and the Operations Directorate in the Ministry of Defence, which must approve even minor acts of local initiative. Because requests from deployed tactical commanders to act seldom relate to operationally or strategically significant issues, they are rarely at the top of senior decision-makers’ priority lists. In fact, most are never presented to the decision-makers. And yet, because senior officials are the only ones empowered to issue permissions, and they are rarely even asked the question unless crisis forces it upon them, it is usually deemed safer to ‘de-risk’ activity and to decline approval. The result is a permissions structure that leaves dispersed teams unable to compete in complex environments.

The failure to hold permissions at the appropriate level has more pernicious consequences from a deterrence perspective. The unwillingness to escalate tactical issues to strategic-level decision-makers would be sensible if it were not for the fact that they are the only ones empowered to approve the activity. This leaves UK policy highly reactive. For instance, when the authorities of Gibraltar seized the Iranian supertanker Grace 1, the likelihood of a retaliatory seizure by Iran was eminently predictable. In response, tactical formations began to plan for options both to deter this taking place and to react should Iran seize a British tanker. These options were never presented to policymakers, and were instead ‘de-risked’. When the predicted seizure occurred, it triggered a crisis in Whitehall. After it was determined that the Department for Transport (DfT) bore the risk for the incident, DfT officials found themselves put in charge of a response having never previously worked with the military and having never been briefed on issues of deterrence or Iran. The UK subsequently let the Grace 1 go on assurances it would not go to Syria – which it promptly did – while the Iranians held onto the British-flagged tanker for a much longer period. Far from being deterred from further escalation, the Iranian government followed these episodes with a cruise missile strike against the critical national infrastructure of a UK ally, to whom the UK government had issued security guarantees. That Iran would escalate had similarly been predicted, but responses were not forthcoming. Perhaps the most concerning element of this debacle is that some UK officials maintain delusions of adequacy as to their handling of the crisis.
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atypical, and can also be witnessed in the UK’s response to the coronavirus pandemic. The risk of a pandemic was registered as high impact and high probability in threat assessments. Nevertheless, the UK’s personal protective equipment stockpile – rather like its ammunitions stockpiles – had been neglected, with a subsequent scramble to procure more from an overburdened international supply chain. The challenge of supply shortages would be far worse in the context of war. Similarly, the government’s approach to implementing measures was premised on receiving data to trigger reactions, failing to take into account that available data was limited in both quantity and reliability. Thus, measures were taken late. In warfare, there is almost always an information deficit, and if higher echelons wait for a clear picture, they are likely to act late. One of the consistent conclusions of this paper is that effective deterrence is about being proactive – moving to deny grounds or lay the groundwork for deterrence by punishment before the point of crisis develops. However, the UK’s national security architecture – which has developed as a crisis-management process, shaped by single incidents like terrorist attacks or flooding – is fundamentally inadequate when it comes to proactive measures, while the centralisation of decision-making risks paralysis in the face of multiple crises. As a senior national security official admitted in discussion, ‘a third consecutive crisis would overwhelm the system’. War would produce multiple crises. Without permissions being held at an appropriate level, and a change in mindset from reactivity to proactivity, the UK will continue to be unable to practice a sophisticated deterrence policy.

This problem is not isolated to the Cabinet Office and National Security Council. It is also present in the military. While 6th (UK) Division is well placed to compete, it lacks many requisite permissions to do so effectively. This is particularly true for deployed liaison and training teams who in many environments are not able to accompany their trainees on operations, and owing to force protection measures are kept on a very close hold by PJHQ so that the trainers do not have the freedom of manoeuvre to develop useful situational awareness, and are not perceived to be empowered by their trainees, ensuring that they are often not seen as interlocutors. There is a tendency to centralise command and decision-making to the highest levels, so that several general officers may be observing each mission, reducing efficiency in competition and laying the groundwork for paralysis in warfighting. Higher echelons would simply be overwhelmed if they tried to monitor all concurrent lines of activity. The military
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recognises the need for ‘mission command’ in warfighting, but the administrative culture over operations in competition does little to prepare for it.

Ultimately, the emphasis on ‘de-risking’ reflects a cognitive bias towards assuming that inaction is inherently less risky than acting. This may be true in many circumstances, but over time, as adversaries perceive passivity, highly reactive and crisis-driven escalation undermines deterrence. Without the articulation of red lines and interests, and the demonstration that they will be enforced, adversaries lose sight of the limits of what they can do without triggering a response. The failure to deter Iran after the attack on Abqaiq, for example, led to Iran ignoring clear US statements that the death of US citizens would lead to retaliation. The subsequent assassination of Soleimani has precipitated a crisis in relations with the Iraqi government that has imposed significant constraints on US and UK engagement in the country, risking the collapse of decades of investment and presumably national interests. Thus, the question of proactivity in deterrence is less about choosing between risk and security, but instead between whether a state shapes the operating environment or stands back to have the rules of the game written by its adversaries.

The final point regarding credibility is the importance of exercises. To demonstrate that NATO forces can mobilise quickly, it is necessary to practice operational deployments for joint exercises. This was to be carried out through Exercise Defender Europe 20, which was unfortunately curtailed owing to the coronavirus outbreak. Without such a demonstrated willingness to invest in moving forces, showing that it can be done quickly and at scale, the credibility of the defence of NATO’s eastern border will wither. Defence’s tendency to seek savings from exercises and infrastructure exacerbates this trend. Regular joint exercises and the movement of materiel also ensures that regulatory hurdles to the movement of equipment within NATO can be identified, addressed or mitigated through practical testing. It is notable that Russia has invested heavily in snap exercises, and regularly moves large quantities of materiel between military districts. A further reason for why such activities reinforce deterrence is that, in making the movement of equipment routine, it does not become a trigger for escalation as units begin to mobilise to deter a brewing crisis, and therefore expands the scope for negotiation enabling de-escalation. It is only through practice that NATO can ensure it is able to bring its forces to parity in the right place and at the right time, and it is through the ability to generate these forces that the Alliance deters aggression.

Conclusion

On 4 March 2018, Anatoliy Chepiga and Alexandr Mishkin of Russia’s GRU allegedly attempted to assassinate Sergei Skripal in Salisbury using a military nerve agent. Skripal, his daughter, a police officer and a member of the public were hospitalised, and a fifth person died from coming into contact with the nerve agent. The decontamination effort lasted a year. In the aftermath, the UK orchestrated a successful diplomatic effort to expel Russian intelligence officers from embassies around the world, seriously disrupting GRU operations. On the one hand, the effectiveness of the response may have created an effective deterrence posture by showcasing the punishment that the UK will inflict for such an attack on its territory. On the other, that Russian planners thought they could get away with the operation and accepted the risks of getting caught as worthwhile must be seen as a deterrence failure. The attempted assassination, allegedly by Russian military personnel, also reinforces a further point: an armed attack on NATO soil carried out by the Russian military is not a fantastical doomsday event. Clearly, there is a wide margin between an assassination and invasion, but there are a range of military actions short of invasion that cannot be discounted. Military action against NATO is a plausible consequence of the Alliance lacking a credible response. Nor does strategic nuclear deterrence suffice to prevent conventional armed attacks.

In light of the upcoming Integrated Review, it is time to have a frank conversation about what we expect the UK military to do, and whether it is resourced to deliver those effects. The Russian military will not overlook shortcomings in NATO’s or the UK’s capabilities. Furthermore, as the gap between the UK’s ambition and capabilities widen, so the policy options available to its adversaries expand. Capability gaps may be papered over for a time, to reassure allies and deter adversaries, but the UK is increasingly at risk of deceiving not its opponents, but itself. Furthermore, unlike in response to the Skripal poisoning, if capabilities slide too far, there will be no re-establishing deterrence by punishment. If the Army is not competitively equipped, a second one cannot be remobilised. The old British tradition of losing the early battles but winning the war does not work when it takes years to build sophisticated modern military equipment. In short, if deterrence fails, and the Army is not appropriately provisioned, there will be no comeback. There will simply be defeat. It is therefore vital that this Integrated Review makes a cold, hard appraisal of what the UK’s proposition is to its allies, what it wishes to deter and what can credibly deliver that effect.

The current structure of UK land forces is well suited to maintaining a ‘war and a half force’, able to maintain a division for warfighting, a high-readiness highly enabled brigade-sized task force for expeditionary operations, and additional units to rotate through training, recovery and

resilience activity. There are also multiple elements of the UK military that are appropriately equipped to meet the requirements to offer credible deterrence in competition. UK airlift transportation, for example, is potentially larger than necessary to meet these deterrence commitments (though this also enables other kinds of activity). The UK is in the process of modernising its armoured reconnaissance capabilities, and has highly trained and effective light infantry and light reconnaissance forces.

One area that needs to be carefully considered is the permissions supporting operations. While deterrence in competition requires the expansion of liaison functions, partner force capacity building and special forces activity, these tasks are currently disproportionately carried out by the latter. Special forces cannot realistically be expanded because the available pool of talent is not going to substantially increase. Therefore, some of these tasks will need to be transferred to regular units. Given the current force protection requirements, and very senior command oversight of tactical engagements, the UK is highly constrained in the use of regular forces in competition. This will need to be reassessed.

The greatest deficiencies in UK land forces, however, are in capabilities. The UK lacks ground-based air defences and deployable long-range precision fires. Electronic warfare units lack equipment, and the whole force lacks a resilient communications system able to manage the levels of data required by many systems on the modern battlefield. These are as relevant to expeditionary operations as they are to warfighting, and are priorities for procurement.

More expensive, fundamental problems face the UK’s divisional warfighting capabilities. Its heavy armour is under-gunned, its protected mobility is worn out, its artillery is outranged, its logistics are under-resourced, its deployment is too slow, and its ammunitions stockpiles too small to deliver the effect for which it is designed. The Challenger II LEP, Warrior Capability Sustainment Programme and Mobile Fires Platform provide partial solutions to some of these shortcomings. However, in the wake of the coronavirus pandemic and its likely impact on departmental budgets, it must be asked whether the UK can afford to fully refurbish its warfighting vehicle fleet. If it cannot, and key programmes are to be delayed, the Integrated Review must recalibrate the UK’s offering to conventional deterrence in Eastern Europe.

There are alternative models of a credible offering to NATO’s deterrence posture. If the UK prioritised equipping forces designed to deploy rapidly to delay a fait accompli attempt, provided critical bearer networks to stitch together partners and allies, and focused on bringing significant ISR and fires capabilities into Eastern Europe, contributing significantly to SEAD, and offering capabilities that would disproportionately assist allies in Eastern Europe before the buildup of major US, German, French and other NATO formations, then it could provide a critical set of capabilities. Moreover, many of those capabilities would also bolster the UK’s competitive posture internationally. Any such restructuring of the UK’s deterrence posture and warfighting capabilities cannot be a half measure. The UK does not have the resources to develop a partial divisional capability. Thus, any change to the current structure must be premised on a detailed evidence base and produce an alternative system of capabilities to fulfil the relevant tasks for a warfighting force. Alternatively, if the UK feels it can no longer resource a warfighting capability,
then this must be the starting point from which UK strategy develops, and extensive and difficult conversations with allies must be initiated.

However the UK seeks to resolve its deterrence contribution to NATO, there are some fundamental conclusions as to what a credible conventional deterrence posture must comprise. In short, the measure for credibility is whether a force can be present and have parity. The UK’s global presence through its liaison officers and trainers allows it to maintain situational awareness and head off Russian advances before Russia achieves theatre entry. But the UK must also be able to surge a task force to bolster allies, and to maintain parity in competition, if Russia does press its way into theatre. Similarly, in competition in Russia’s periphery, the capacity to balance Russia’s presence in international forums and to counter its development of dependency among its neighbours deters Russia from employing coercion.

Military parity must be maintained through a coherent contribution to NATO. The purpose of having a warfighting capability that can reach the theatre of operations within a relevant timeframe is not to be able to comprehensively defeat Russia, but to achieve parity so that Russia cannot achieve its aims through the application of force, and to deter it from adopting this line of policy. Information operations, offensive cyber capabilities, economic sanctions and soft power all contribute to effective deterrence. But they are force multipliers for hard power, and not its enablers. Having recourse to hard power, by contrast, is an enabler of these capabilities, and cannot be replaced by them. We may use information operations to message our deterrence, but credible deterrence must be founded upon military capabilities.

The emphasis on being able to be present, establishing parity and thereby maintaining deterrence demands a shift in how the UK measures its forces. There is a tendency to demand that the UK’s ‘equipment is the best’, that it is ‘world beating’, ‘first rate’ or ‘tier one’. The tendency to gold-plate capabilities, however, makes them expensive and slow to procure. A greater focus on which capabilities are vital to match – rather than overmatch – may lead to the development of a force that is more useable, and a national discussion about the use of hard power that is more realistic, thereby establishing objectives that are ultimately more achievable.
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